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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

first having heinjr presented knd To: Mike Mandell, H. M. Dougherty Depatrment of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
and Carrie M. Childers, their heirs,
approved at a regular meeting
and administrators, and
executors
April 4, 1922
and ordered by said board to be
Notice is hereby given that Charles
to All whom it May Concern:
purchased, either as office supYou are hereby notified that we have Hedrick, of Spur Lake, New Mexico,
who, on August 30, 1917, made HomeMagdalena, New Mexico
Resrular Session of theiboard of plies or otherwise.
expended Five Hundred Dollars ($500. 00)
017104 for
stead
No.
clerk
The
board
the
Entry
inptructed
in labor and improvements upon the
County "Commissioners, Catron
to issue a copy of said resolution IRON CROWN unpatented lode mining NJ NW1; Wl NEJ, section 11, townCounty.lNew.Mexico.
ship 4 S., range 20 W., N. M. P. Mere- Board of county commissioners to each pnunt.v official and to all! claim, for the benefit of the group of dian, has filed notice of his intention to
,
embra-contiguous claims, which group
at Reserve.
met this 3th daylof April 1922. business, houses
ces the Iron Crown, Iron Cross, Iron make final three year proof, to estab.
,, ,
canea
recess
W.
untm Br Iron Ring Bnd Iron unpateted lish claim to the land above described
J. Jones
ineooaru
therebeing present
o ciock a.m. ine lode mining claims, situate in the before Nazario Baca, U. S. Commisand Anastacia Baca, commission- ine otn at
at Quemado, New Mexico, on
ers. Leandro fBaca, sheriff by board met as per recess all Cooney Mining District, Catron county, sioner,
the 15th day of May, 1922
on
of
New
State
location
the
Mexico,
as before. The
bill
Steve Baca, deputy. A. T. Chavez present
of said claims being recorded in Claimant names as witnesses:
notices
presented by sheriff Baca claim- the office of
county clerk.
Claude Cavin, Jack Wilbanks, Ed
the county clerk of Socorro
9 months salary for his deputy
Ba
"made
Mr.
ing
On motion
by
county, New Mexico, in the following Collins, Perry Hedrick, of Spur Lake,
that W. J. Jones "should act as- Steve Baca, was disallowed by books and pages of Mining Location New Mexico.
Nemecia Ascarate,
board. Thh board also disallowed Rebords.
temporary chairman.
Register.
The Largest Financial Institution in Socorro County
the
Book
of
in
Iron
684.
the Deputy
Cross,
35, page
payment
minutes of the previous
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
584.
Assessor
Book
his
Iron
a
35,
at
Bar,
"fixing
salary
YOUR PATRONAGE SOLICITED
page
meeting were read and approver!
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
as read. Tht! board then'recessed rate not to exceed $25.00 per Iron Crown, Book 35, page 537.
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
until April 4th at 9 o'clock a. m. month or as much there of as Iron Rring, Book 23, page 537.
March 29, 1922.
Notice is hereby given that Jesse J.
The board met this 4th day of they deemed necessary to pay Iron, Book, 71, page 102.
expenditure was made in Burns, of Alma, New Mexico, who on
then t hattosaid
all present as before. the same, The board
April
hold said claims under the pro- December 17, 1918, made Homestead
order
Petition with 45 signatures'wae adjourned untill the next regular visions of the laws of the United States
Entry No.018445, for Homestead Entry
presented to the board of com meeting or subject to call of the of America, and the state of New Survey No. 474 in section 2, township
Mexico, and being at the rate of One 10 S., Range 21, W., N. M. P, Merimissioners to create a new votinpr Chairman.
Hundred Dollars $100.00 per year for dian, has filed notice of intention to
A. T. Chavez,
precinct know as the Indian Peak Attest:
each claim in said group, and that the make final three
Clerk.
year proof to estabCounty
precinct No 15, ht the home
amount expended was expended as re lish claim to the land above described
and
A.
of
ranch Juan
Garcia, jr,
quired by law in order to hold, said before J. F. Shields, U. S. Commis-Left Camp Fire.
claims for the year 1920 and that the sioner, at Gila, New Mexico, on the
to include that portion of Catron
Pablo Fargardo.a sheep herder t me for the doing of which work
22rid day of May, 1922
county described as follows:
on July st, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Tps. 6, 7, 8. and 9, south ranges in the employ of the Otero ranch
You and each of you are hereby notifiJoe Day, W. J. Morgan, Robert
10, and 11, west, townships was arrested last week for lenv
,
ed that if, within ninety90days after Burns, J. T. Allred, of Alma,
New
8. 9. 10, 11, and 12, south ing a camp fire burning on the (his notice
Nemecia Ascarate,
by publication, you fail or Mexico.
range 12 and 13, west, townships Forest Reserve land. He was efuseto contribute your pro rata share
Register.
8, 9, 10. 11. and 12 south range fined $16.00 and cost. The depart if such expenditure, your respective
PUBLICATION
NOTICE
FOR
14 west and townships 9, 10, 11. ment win mane it interesting ior Interests in said claims will become the
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
and 12, south, range 15 west. violations of this kind as they property of the subscribers under the
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
provisions of section 2324 revised stat"I can't always ask for what I want
are determined to keep the fire utes of the Unitad
Resolution:
March 31, 1922
States; that the pro
I let you know when I get
but
Dave
Be it resolved that we the hazard down this season.
rata share of each of you is as follows: Notice is hereby given that
who
New
I want."
what
Mexico,
Pickett,
ofjReserve,
MikeMandel, hisheirs, executors and
county commissioners of 'Catron
Jack Russell and Will Laney, administrators,
on November 28, 1917, made Home
the sum of Fifty-fiv- e
th
considered
county having
What baby wants most of all is the
of Luna valley, were Reserve Dollars and fiftvfour cents r$55.54 or stead Entry No. 017245, for
petition above mentioned have visitors last week.
s
sw
care of Mother, especially
nw
For
nw
loving
of the whole amount.
se
nw
w
this day created a new precinct
when Mother is aided by the baby
Carrie M. Childers, her heirs, eiecu-ror- s sw 4 nw
nwl-4nnwl-n
ne
sw
a prominent
Cliff Martin,
known as the Indian Peak at
necessities that we can supply. Our
and administrators, the sum of
4
ne
sw
nw
sw
sw
stockman
of
said
n
was
Twenty-seveBlue, Arizona,
Dollars
and seventy-seveJuan Garcia ranch, which
line of baby goods is made
entire
sw
nw
nw
sw
sw
(fi) BABY
cents $27.77 or
be known
as an over Sunday visitor in Reserve
will
of the products of manufacturprecinct
up
sel-ewl-- 4 section 3; n
se
thereof.
ers who have long recognized that
sw 4 se
ne
precinct No. 15:
ne
Miss Nettie Adair, of Luna
H. M. Dougherty, his heirs, execuu-tor- s e
nel-nw 4 se
4
se
se
A. A. Decrow presented his valley, spent Sunday with friends
se
and administrators, the sum of
nw
se
ne
se
e
ne
Eighty-thre- e
Dollars and thirty-threresignation as costable of precinct in Reserve.
4, township 7 S., range 19 W.,
section
named
board
of
The
the totaH N. M. P. Meridian
85 Mogollon.
cents, $83.83or
Leslie C. Laney and Bye Adair amount
We have always used the utmost
as constable for the unexpired
Has filed notice of intention to make
were over from Luna Sunday.
The foregoing expenditure of Five
care in handling goods in this definal three year proof to establish claim
term. I. J Good to serve as
held service at the school Hundred Dollars $500.00 was made in to the land above described, before
partment. Careful mothers can do nothing
constablein said precinct No 35 They in
wiser than to come here for baby foods, nurshouse
the morning which were sinking a shaft in the tunnel and also T. C. Turk, U. S. Commissioner, at
were
The amount of $2,085.40,
from said tunnel,
running a cross-cing bottles, nipples, soaps, sponges, powders,
New Mexico, on the 20th day
well attended.
Reserve,
all on said IRON CROWN claim, and
and those internal and external remediel
approved for the first quarter
of May, 1922
1922" Offt of the salary fund.
Miss Detron Campbell, county said work actually benefiitted and tend- Claimant names as witnesses:
long associated with the care of the baby.
ed to develop all of the claims in said
Andro Higgins, W. S. Hudson, Herod
Out of the general fund, the superintendent of schools left
F. Hudson, Ed Bustamante.of Reserve
were Sunday for Mogollon. At that group
of
amount
$2,214 85
EMIL PETERSON,
vew Mexico.
road
will
V.
Out
she
the
meet John
funds, place
approved.
SYLVESTOR GAMBLIN
Nemecia Ascarate,
the amount of $2,214 85 were Conway, state superintendent of First pub Apr 22, last pub July 15
4s8
Register
approved. Out of the road funds public instruction, and make a
the amount of $533.73 were canvass of the schools of Catron
approved. Out the Court House county.
and Jail the amount of $2,322 81
i
Where Are We At?
were approved. Out of the wild
animal bounty the amount of
District, court, with Judge
$126.00 were approved. Out of Owen presiding, convened Tues6 Miles West of Reserve
Fully Equipped
the county Health the amount of day afternoon.
The bond inGood
Location
Plenty of Timber
Out of
$348.65 were approved.
junction suit was taken up at a
the county Agricultural the night session. Arguments ocFor Particulars Address J. N. Harper, Reserve. N. M
amount of $350 00 were approved cupied the entired
evening, and
'""" A1' bill presented by Flavio court
adjourned until Wednesday
Vijil for the sum of $2,100.00 morning. At the morning sesfor Transcribing Tax Rolls, for sion the court
suggested that the
21 books at $100.00 each was
attorneys submit written arguleft for futher consideration ments and a decision would be
'
Upon the presentation of a bill rendered later.
by tfie county clerk as time
The decision in this matter is
GOODYEAR 30 x3ft CLINCHERS
keeper for six months, the of vital importance not only to
board only allowed at this time Reserve but to the entire county
one half leaving the other half Upon its decision
SOCORRO
MAGDALENA
absolutely
pending untill the next regular depends the welfare of Catron
Steam Fitting
Fixtures
meeting.
Plumbing1.
county in its entirity. Shall we
The bill presented by Commis- have a county here that will be
Bathroom and Toilet Furniture
sioner Jones for jail rent only one of the best iu the state or
A
JnM
Hn
fA AA
Ht
uu
waa nypiuveu iui iiisl shall it be the pauperized count
of the state. We have the
quarter.
The board, of County Commis- valuation in assessment if allowsioner? Improved out of the road ed to proceed to make one of the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
fund to remove a bridge at best counties in the Sunshine
U.
S.Land
of
the
Interior,
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Department
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
Quemado the amount of $250.00 state.
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
March 29, 1922
take
Baca to
March 29, 1922
Commissioner
But if we are going to be con
Notice is hereby given that Jo
All Weather Tread
Notice is hereby given that ' Robert
trolled by the same bunch that!!
fron Rib Tread
charge of said w ork.
L. Burns, of Alma, New Mexico, who Day, of Alma, New Mexico, who, on
The following bills wore left are trying to cloe our public
on January 10, 1917, made Homestead April 13, 1918, made Homestead Entry
Dioncio
for futher cansideration:
schools for two years, we will
Entry No. 014536, for Homestead Sur- - No. 017890 for Homestead Entry Sur
Conspicuous Examples
Loepz, Justice of the peace pet revert to the ages when our anvey No. 476 in Section 12, Township 10, vey No. 399 in Sections 25 and 2,
No. 42. Marine Max Coleman, cestors hung by their tails from
Goodyear Ti re Values
S., Range 21 W., N. M. P. Meridian, Township 10 S. Range 21 W., N. M. P.
Meridian, containing 159.79 acres,
S. M. Hunter T. M. Curtis, the pinion trees and chattered
containing 158.93 acres.
Has filed notice of intention to make
make
to
of
filed
intention
notice
Has
Bill
Duncan, in a lingo that the advanced age
Engle Garage,
final three year proof to establish final three year proof, to establish
T.
Cox.
John
of today can not understand
claim to the land above described be- claim to the land above described, bePlus Our Service
Quality
Resolution.
fore J. F. Shields, U. S. Commissioner fore J. F. Shields, (J. S. Commissioner,
means
Tire
Economy;
Joe Baca, of Socorro, was here
Be it resolved by the board of
at Gila, New Mexico, on the 22nd day at Gila, New Mexico, on the 22nd day
of May, 1922.
of May, 1922.
Co
County Commissioners, of Catron this week attending court. Joe is
Claimant names as witnesses:
as witnesses:
names
Claimant
the
in
for
future
the
the
sheriff's
being groomed
oiJifty, that
W. J. Morgan, Robert Burns, Jest
J.
Jesse
Joe
J.
W.
Day,
Morgan,
in
Evert hing
Dealers
and
said "board will not approved any race in Socorro county,
Burns, J, T. Allred, of Alma, New J. Burns, J. T. Allred, of Alma New
bills for any articles orderd or stands a good chance of landing
Mexico.
Nemecia Ascirtte,
Nemecia Ascarate.
Mexico
9
purchase by any of the county the plum.
Rtgiitar
Register.
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Red Men Have
Occult Sect

WAS SOLD FOR 35 CENTS

MYTHS SHOW POETIC QUALITY
Yaklmas Recently Assured by Federal
Authorities They May Rah and
Pick Berrlea for Ten Yeara
More Without Interference.
Washington. As they would put It,
the wise men of the Children of the
Narrows hove been assured by the
Great White Father that their tribe
may fish, dig roots and pick berries for
ten more summers without Interference from palefaces.
Technically, the Yakima Indlnns, of
Ehahaptlan stock, have been granted
freedom of their reservation, la Washington state, for ten more years, without acceptance of any duties and privileges of American citizenship.
"Borne 1,800 of the Yaklmas thus
are assured the untrammeled freedom
of their tribal customs," explains a
bulletin from the Washington headquarters of the National Geographic
"Thus not only are these Insociety.
dians made happy, but the friends of
the lied man will be given further opportunity to study one of the more
primitive groups of American aborigines, who have not been spoiled by
a too sudden Imposition of the white
man's civilization.
Derisive Name Stuck.
"The Yaklmas take their name from
a derisive nickname, meaning 'runaways, applied by other tribes; and
they have given this name to the
Yakima river along which they live.
They call themselves 'Waptallmln,'
meunlng 'Children of the Narrows,' In
reference to the narrows of that river,
less poetically designated Union Gap
on the maps.
"Tribal customs among all the
Shahaptlans, to which linguistic fumlly
the Taklmas belong, are similar, The
Shahaptlans ranged over what now Is
northeastern Oregon and southwest
Idaho as well as In Washington.
"Offshoots of the Shuhaptlan stock
Included the Nez Peroes, the 'plnched-nos- e
men,' whose leader, Joseph, won
comparison with the march of Xeno
phon's Ten Thousand for his retreat
after an attack upon white usurpers
of his ancient home lands In Oregon.
"Smohalla, 'the preacher,' founder of
that mystic Indian band known as
'Dreamers' also was Sliuhnptiun. In
the Columbia river region, near the
home of the Yaklmas, he
present-dupreached a gospel strikingly like that
of Gnndhl, leuder of the
movement in British India today. After wanderings In the deserts
south to Mexico, during which he
claimed to have visited the spirit
world, he returned to counsel that Indians return to their native ways of
living, decline instruction or association with white men, and above all
follow their own gods. Chief Joseph
embraced this fulth.
"Disputes over lund In the Yakima
reservation were mude the occasion
for a federal military investigation of
this sect In 1884. The salmon thanksgiving, the berry festival and the ghost
dances were reported upon, and
seances marked by trances and bell
ringing were found.
;
"Today the Ynklmas mny roam at
will over nn area nearly as lurge as
that of Rhode Island. The treaty by
which this reservation, within the
bend but not bordering the Columbia
river, wus set aside dates back to the
'50's and Included umoug Its signa

DAYS.

THAN THE

ARE

HIGHER

PAYNE-ALDRIC-

LAW.

(Western

Newspaper

Union

News

Service.)

adWashington. The
ministration tariff 1)111 has been preSenntoi
Senate.
in the
sented
Republican (North
measure,
speaking of the
announced that to give senator!
time lo study It, he would not rail it
up before April 20. Some Republican
r
leaders thought It would be passed
about sixty days of debate, but other estimates ranged as high ns three
months.
Experts who assisted the Senate finance committee majority to prepare
the bill, estimate that the average ol
its rates is slightly higher than the avlaw, the
erage of the
last Republican tariff act. The
level was approximately 41 per
cent on all dutiable imports and 21 per
cent on all Imports free and dutiable.
The average of the Democratic Underwood tnriff, which the new bill would
replace, wns 37.00 and 14.88 per cent,
respectively, in 1914, tile first year of
its operation nnd the only year when
trade wns not seriously affected by the
World war or after t lie war conditions.
Comparing this bill with the
measure, which the House passed
last July 21, and of which this is n rewrite, the experts estimate that the
average of all rates is lower, though
the specific rates, and more particularly those on food stuffs, are somewhat
higher. Exact comparisons of the ad
valorem duties in the two bills ure
somewhat difficult, due to the fact that
the Semite committee threw overboard
the House American valuation plan, returning to the foreign valuation principle.
While they have not completed all
calculations, treasury experts say that
the Senate measure probably would
raise between $330,000,000 nnd
In revenue as compared with
the estimate of $.'100,000,000 for the
Kordney bill nnd the $308,000,000 of
revenue returned in the calendar year
1921 from the Joint operation of the
Underwood law and the emergency
uft-e-

This girl was sold for thirty-fiv- e
cents but that was eighteen years
ago, when she was a child of five;
and she was sold to an American missionary and his wife. She Is Kan En
Vong, who was "bought" on the
streets of Hang Chow by Mr. and Mrs.
W, S. Sweet. Baptist missionaries.
Later she was adopted by Rev. A. E.
Harris of Philadelphia. She Is now
a music student at Oberlin college
and she expects to study child psychology and teaching at Columbia. For
the last three years she has been running a kindergorten In China.
Paroled Criminals Commit Most Crime
Seven out of every ten
Chicago.
crimes of violence in Chicago are committed by criminals who nre out on
bond, sny police officials. The crooks
nt liberty on bond nre the most
vicious of nil criminals, authorities
declare, and some way to curb this
evil Is to be sought.

Wheat Leads in
Farm Exports
It Breaks Record in 1921, and being more thanricetwenty times the
average annunl
exports in the
r
for First Time Exceeds
periou, ivw to
Shipments of Cotton.
Lxports and Values.
nve-yea-

The principal agricultural exports
during 1021 and their declured values
INCREASE IN CORN EXPORTS were :
Wheat and wheat flour, $551,000,-000- ;
cotton, $534,000,000; pork and
Including lard,
Pork and Pork Products, Including pork products,
leaf tobacco, $205,000,000;
Lard, Follow Cotton on the List
corn
and
connneal, $97,000,000; sugar,
Many Commodities 6how Incon$49,000,000;
rye, $44,000,000;
crease Over 1920.
densed and evaporated milk, $38,000,-000- ;
cottonseed oil, $24,000,000; rice,
Wheat was king of $21,000,000, and barley, $21,000,000.
Wnshlmrton.
American agricultural exports in 1921.
Exports which showed an lncreuse
An nnnlvsis of the 1S21 exports oi In
quantity over 1920 were:
prod82 of the principal agricultural
Wheat, cotton, corn, rice, barJey,
made
ucts grown in the United States,
pork and pork products, except bacon,
public by the Department of Agriculoleo oil, cottonseed oil nnd cake, reexwas
ture, shows that more wheat
fined sugar, green apples, eggs, toported during lust year than in any bacco, dried apples, dried apricots and
preceding year In history of the coundried prunes. Exports which showed
extry, and that for the first time the
a decrease In quantity were: Wheat,
flour
and
wheat
wheat
vulue
of
port
flour, rye and rye flour, outs, beef,
exceeded the value of cotton exports.
bucon, butter nnd cheese, condensed
Exnorts of corn In 1021, Including milk, potatoes, hops, dried
peaches
of
terms
corn,
into
converted
cornmeal
and. raisins.
were larger than In any year since
Wheat exports totaled 279,949,000
1900.
bushels, as compared with 218,287,000
Since 1919 the United States has bushels In 1920, but the value was
become an exporter of rice, the ex- $432,905,000 In 1921, ns compared with
ports of 000,050,000 pounds In 1021 $500,975,000 in 1920, a decrease of
more than $100,000,000.
ExportB of wheat flour were
barrels In 1921, with a declared value of $117,090,000, as compared with 19,854.000 barrels, valued
ut $224,472,000 exported In 1920.

Little Girl Causes Ghost Scare

RATES

AVERAGE

y

decreed.
"The white men call them Mount
Hood, Mount St. Helens, and Mount
Adams."

NEW TARIFF

DRAFT

nut-ur-

snow-cappe- d

we are a healthy,
happy family now"

BILL
REPUBLICANS
BELIEVE
WILL BE PASSED IN SIXTY

of

clans or tendency toward agriculture,
these tribes have a folk lore which
often challenges the myths of Greece
or Scandinavia. Where the Columbia
now cascades Its way through narrow
defiles the Klickitats believed a
bridge once spanned Its waters.
Two sons of their gods, they explained, quarreled to possess so fair a
lund. The two shot arrows to determine the land they should occupy. To
one son fell the region of the present-daYaklmas and to tho other the
Willamette valley.
"To Insure peace between the peoples the chief god raised high mountains but, so they might be friendly,
he threw a great stone bridge across
the 'Wanna' (Columbia) river. This
bridge the Indians called 'Tainahna-wos- ,'
bridge of the gods. A witch
woman lived on it and to her was entrusted all the fire In the world. After
Intercession with the chief of the gods
she won permission to build a great
fire on the bridge to which both tribes
might come and light their fagots.
Tills act so pleased the chief god that
he transformed the witch woman Into
a benutlful maiden.
"No sooner did the two chiefs behold her than they fell victims to her
wondrous charm and set their people
to battle so they might win her hand.
Then the god was wrathful. He destroyed the bridge. But so the maid
and her lovers might be beautiful In
death hs In life he created three mountains with
peaks. He
who doubts this tale may see these
mounttilns for himself. Are they not
beautiful, and are they not perpetuas the god, Sagha-lle- ,
ally

"and

REVENUE BILL
BEFORE SENATE

Yakima Tribe tories representative of 18 other remnant tribes of the Shahaptlan family.
Had Gospel Much Like Gandhi
Myths 8how Poetic Quality.
In India Today.
"Primitive, without a system of

"Dreamers"

NEW MEXICO

Payne-Aldric-

h

Payne-Aldric- h

Kord-ne-

tariff

y

act.

Plan Made to Save Russia.
Genoa.
The report of the allied ex
perts' meeting in London, relating tc

the program for the restoration ol
Russia nnd Europe, embodies a comprehensive scheme whereby It Is hoped
to bring buck Europe, including Russia, to healthful prosperity. This re
wa(
port, marked "confidential,"
bunded to M. Chltcherin, head of the
Russian delegation, who asked tc
study the preamble. It declares that
the restoration of Russia depends in
great part upon nssistunce which Rus
sin will be nble to obtain from foreign enterprise nnd capital, but In
slsts that, without profound transformation of the actual conditions in Russia, which affect commerce and industry, foreigners will refuse either to resume old enterprises or begin new
ones.

Nine Arrested at Chicago Polls.
Nine men were arrested
Chicago.
charged with repenting, (luring the five
hours of voting In Chicago's recent pri-

mary election.

TINGLING with abundant energy, appetites hearty, nervca
steady and their faces radiant with the glow
of perfect health, the entire family of Louis Gingras, 9 Harrison Ave., Providence, R. I., are an eloquent tribute to the
powers of Tanlac, the greatest family medicine the world has
ever known.

"I've put Tunluc to 'the test four
times right in my own .family and it
hasn't fulled me once," declared Mr.
Gingras.
"My wife, my son and my
duugliter, as well as myself, huve all
runbeen built up from a hulf-sicset of people into a
down, worn-ou- t
healthy, happy family brimful of new
life and energy."
And the experience of this family is
only typical of thousands of others
whose statements are on file In the
Tanlnc oilices. Hardly a day passes
that does not bring scores of such messages of praise from every part of the
United States and Canada from families where mother, father, son and
daughter have all found health, contentment and the joys of living
through simply taking a course of

Representative of New York is th
cose of Chas. E. Van Colt's family, rfe
siding at 129 Fourth Ave., Albany. He
says : "Every member of our family is
enthusiastic over Tanlac. It's certainly
a medicine for all the family."
From far-awa- y
Cunada comes Oils
message; "My little girl, my son and
myself are all enjoying splendid
health now and Tanlac brought It all
about." Mrs. Bert Hewer, 193 East
Avenue, Toronto, Ontnrio.
"We call Tanlac 'The Family Medicine' here In our Virginia home, because It restored my mother and sister
to perfect health, Just the same as It
has done me," Is the enthusiastic
statement of Mrs. J. F. Robertson,

Dunville, Va.
And on through the list, men, women
nnd children from every state in the
Tanlac.
Tuke, for Instance, the case of John Union and every province of Canada
Widner, 1571 Roosevelt Ave., Los An- unhesitatingly come forward nnd tell
geles, Calif., who says: "My wife, my- In words ringing with sincerity of trnk
self and little boy are now as healthy, wonderful benefits of health and happiness thut Tanlac has brought into
happy family as you will ever see
their homes that were formerly darkand it's all due to Tannic."
Or that of Mrs. John Marquis and ened by the gloom of sickness, sufferher fumlly of sixteen living In Man- ing and despair.
And should yours be one of those
chester, N. 11., at 292 Belmont St.,
She says: "Tanlac has been the only homes where any member of the fammedicine used In our house for two ily Is thin, run down and weakened
years and it has kept every one of the from loss of appetite, caused by indisixteen here In the best of health."
gestion and stomach troubles, you have
In Chicago, Frank R. Richards, of at your very door the means that will
441 South Wood St., writes : "We will no doubt bring the sunshine of vigornever be without Tanlac in our house ous health back Into their lives and
nfter the remarkable wuy it has built yours, just as It has done in so many
up my wife, my son nnd myself to thousands of other cases. Do not dewhere we are the very picture of lay. Get a bottle of Tanlac from your

health."

druggist today.

Produces Like Effect.
Agree with people readily and usu.
The force of example is shown by ally die conversation will stop.
the fact that when a razor loses its
Fortunately for the average man,
temper it is apt to make the user lose
brains are not on exhibition.
his also.

Say "Bayer" when you buy Aspirin.
Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are"
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
. over 22 years and proved safe by millions for
WARNING!

Headache
Toothache
Earache

Rheumatism
Neuritis
Pain, Pain

Colds
Neuralgia'

..,-

-

Lumbago
Two Soldiers Killed in Explosion.
Sun Antonio, Texas. John A. lien
Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
ner of Baltimore, plain buck private
24 and 100 Druggists.
Handy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets Also bottles of
oi
died here, the hero of the explosion
of SillcjllcacH
Aspirin la the trade matt of Bajec Manufacture of Monoacetlcsctdester
pyrotechnics on the Camp iiullis rifle
Cotton and Corn Exports.
Quick Lunch.
Doubtful.
Into u crater of fire he
range.
Cotton exports In 1P21 totnled
Pig and hen chatting together on
North Mrs. Jones said that I replunged again and again, drugging out
I
t
Ham
bales of 500 pounds each, with a his burned comrades, collapsing only minded her of her husband.
the railroad tracks.
declured value of .f534,241',000, as com- when there were no more alive 4n the
and eggs. American Legion Weekly.
West Is that n compliment?
pared with 6,350,000 bales valued ul fiery pit. The explosion ulrendy bus
$1,130,409,000 exported In 1920.
cost two lives. There were forty-threCorn exports, including corn ineul men In the rifle
pit when a rocket
converted Into terms of com, totaled backfired and set fire to u huge
132,200,000 bushels vulued at $90,506,-000- ,
"dump" of pyrotechnics, being used In
us compared with 21,230,000 bushu night filing problem.
els valued at $33,932,000 exported in
-'
G.G78,-00-

Toot-too-

e

nftl1lW'ir'CT'"-

1020.

College Rescinds Suspension Order.
Greeley, Colo. The supreme council
of the State Teachers College here rescinded the suspensions of nine girl
students punished for attending a
dance In violation of the rules of the
school. The girls will lose their privileges for the balance of the school
term. The girls protested their punThe department asserts that an
ishment on the ground that young men
of American foreign trade is In- attending the school were not punished
complete without taking Into account for n like offense, and they declnred it
both quantity and value, for although was discrimination against their sex.
exports of many lending agricultural
v
Four Killed In Storms.
products show a large Increase In
In
declines
value
have greatto
quantity
Kansas City, Mo. Four deaths were
offset the possible gain derived from
In the wake of storms which
reported
Increased quantity.
swept Missouri, Kansas and Oklahoma.
Rivers and streams continued bank
Grocer Shoots Self In Sleep.
full and lowlands were still Inundated,
Emporin, Kan. John B. Gunderson, but further flood (lunger was not exa grocer, shot himself In tne chest durpected. High winds, which demoraDr. Walter Franklin Prince of the American Institute for Scientific Re- ing the night while he wns sleeping lized wire communication and reached
under
a
his
revolver
pillow. The cyclonic Intensity nt various points,
search, who went to Antlgonlsh, Nova Scotia, to Investigate the ghostly visita- with
tions that had driven Alexander Macdonald and family from their farm home, sound of a shot awoke Gunderson, have diminished. Jny Culberrson and
he
had wounded himself.
has reported that the mischievous prunks of Mary Ellen, adopted daughter of who found
Joseph Bnker, farmers, were killed
Alexander Macdonald, were responsible for most of the manifestations. The The grocer hnd carried the gun to bed near Ash Grove, Mo., when their homes
him to protect his store from
were wrecked.
picture shows Dr. Prince and his purty in sleighs with inserts showing Mary with
.
burglars
Ellen and Alcxuuder Macdonald.

'

Imports of corn dropped from 7,784,-00bushels in 1920 to 164,000 bushels
in 1921 ; rice ImportB from 142,951,000
pounds to 83,895,000 pounds. Cheese
from 15,994,000,
Imports lncrensed
pounds In 1020 to 20,866,000 pounds In
1021.
Imports of eggs In the shell jumped
from 1,709,000 dozen to 3,003,000 dozen.

ASK your

local dealer to
a

practical

dec-

orator. If you are uRbit. to
secure one you can do the wbrk
yourself, tinting and stenciling
your walls to give beautiful results.

Instead

of Kalsomine

or Wall Paper

Alabastine is a dry powder; mixes with
cold water: directions on each package. Used on plaster, wall board
and all wall surfaces. White and artistic, durable
tints. Cross and circle printed in red on each packaee.

SPECIAL STENCIL OFFER

We will supply cut stencils to any user of Alabastine one stencil
tor each room requiring not less than two packages, if you will
end the large words ALABASTINE cut from the face of the
15c in
package! over the cross and circle, accompanied by and stamps
packing.
or silver for each stencil desired, covering postage
Write for free booklet, "Nature'e Beautiful Tint."

THE ALABASTINE COMPANY
1648 GmuhMIU

Ar.nu.

Grand Rapids, MicUgut
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NEW MEXICO

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

SWISS

TO PREVENT DISEASE

BERMUDAONIONS
M'lHIAl, IILKII Mill Mi:K eMirel If
yon mention (Ills nnper when writing
flrnm liolow.

'

ci.kankus and dykiis

Much Activity
in Making

Texas Fields
Preparation as
in-

Season Approaches.

Norduke Is Highly Resistant to
Wilt Ailments.

prion's
ruitu o

1020

mth st.

nrnver, Colorado

a it my ;oons.

Audernon llroe. Army uml Nuvjr Store

Lferylltliii In array goods and cimp equipment
Free rntnlog from nearest autre.
193T Arapahoe St.. Denier.
413 N. Union An., Pueble.
1817 Capitol kit., Cbeyenne, Wre.

IIOII
JHWKI.IIV CO.
Jifff. and Itepalrlnt,'. All orders promptly
attended to. Est. S79. 16th & Champa.

AIMVJLNjlJ
Comii,i:tk I.IM-- of bust Army Goods
at lowest prices. Money back guaran;

tee. Illustrated Catalog on request.
rill.llKKT'! A IOI Y ANU NAVY STOIIU.
Colorado SprliiKs. Coin.
lll-'ITlli St., Iienvir. Colo.
ll
"

si i oWiiEk?ATfiTKE333333
SleiVBsoles, II.OoTIdTII.SO, $180.

Ladles'
80c, $1.05, $1.30, $1.65.
Postage prepaid to any pnlnt. KASTKHN
fill OK KIOIMIH KACTOIIY. Yellow
Front, 16:13 Champa St, Denver, Colo.
siil-s-

,

NEEDS

FOR YOUR PRINTING
Patronize your home publisher. His
prices are just as good or better than
you can Met elsewhere. Your work
will be Riven prompt and satisfactory attention. Help to build up your
Intel industries by having your
work dime

at

home.

UA(iM:riis
&

J''or
MllKiielii

If it

in

Sprelally Works, Jill
in:, imi'k, imi'h.

i.ltie vou are looking

have anv size, atiy kind.
Havens liros.. K22 Wnzee

M.

C.

IQtli

St

fur, wo

St., Denver.

iotki.s

Denver's best medium priced hotels
,Adnma, 8th & Welton; Wm. Penn, 18th
Calif; Tlie Windsor, 18th & Larimer,

INFORMATION

DEPARTMENT

Commercial Inquiries answered and
information gladly fiiinisliea witiioui
cost. Address nny firm above.
Denies Toll Road Permit
The petition of the citizens
of the stnte for permission to btiiltl u
toll roml ui Mount Evans, neiir Den
ver, will ho held In abeyance by Secre
should
tary of Agriculture Wallace,
the state desire to construct the scenic
with the taxpayers' money
highway
according to a telegram received here
by C. J. Stnhl, assistant forester of the
Colorado district, from V, H. Greeley,
thief forester. According to the message, Secretary Wallace believes the
offer made by several
citizens of the slate to build the road
and operate it as a toll road until they
collected the amount of their Invest
ment plus a small amount of interest,
and then to turn it over to the start!
to be an unusually fair and attractive
offer, but that he will defer action on
the petition until he is assured that the
people of the stnte do not wish to build
the rl)ljj;it,h money from their own
pockets.
Wallace
Denver.

public-spirite-

Boy Finds $23,000 in Liberty Bonds.
John Horner, 0 years old
Chicago
was playing In the rear of his home
here when be found Liberty bonds
worth $i'!,00 on an ash pile. An in
vestigation showed that a majority ol
the bonds bad boon issued by the First
National bank of Crescent City, 111

and Shippers Enthusiastic in
8tstlng That Department of
Agriculture's Service Is of

Grower

Groat Value.
(Prepared by the United Statu Department
of Agriculture.)

There la great activity ln the Texas
onion fields these days ln preparation
for the rapidly approaching marketing season. The commercial acreage
planted to Bermuda onions Is estimated by the United States Department of Agriculture at 12.11T acres,
and It is forecast that 11,522 acres will
be harvested. This compares with
10,503 acres harvested ln 1921.
As heretofore the Department of
Agriculture will maintain a field station at Laredo to keep the growers
and shippers Informed of market con-

(Prepared by the United States Department
of Agriculture.)
In the course of work on the selection of tomatoes that will resist the
wilt disease, which causes a large anstates,
nual loss ln the tomato-cannin- g
the United States Department of Agriculture has developed a variety called
Norduke, similar to Stone, but highly
resistant to wilt. Four other
varieties have already been
produced, known as the Marvel, which
Is a medium early tomato selected
from Mervellle des Marches, bearing a
heavy crop of smooth red fruit; the
Norton, selected from Stone, producing
a heavy yield of large, smooth, solid
red fruit, which ripens slowly, and
therefore ships well; and Columbia
and Arlington, medium late varieties,
selected from Greater Baltimore.
The Marvel Is an excellent variety
for forcing, for medium early trucking,
and for home gardening. The Columbia, like the Arlington, which has been
temporarily withdrawn for purlticn.

ditions generally throughout the country. Carlot shipments, available supplies, prices, weather conditions, and
the many factors that affect the marketing of onions will be reported to
the growers dally.
Financial success ln producing and
marketing Bermuda onions Is possible
only when the economic relation between the northern-growwinter storage crop and the perishable Bermuda
crop Is taken Into consideration, say
federal marketing experts. The Texas
crop Is marketed ln a period of two
months, and the highest type of marketing efficiency is required. There
r
of northern-growmay be a large
storage onions ; the markets for
the Bermuda crop are a long distance
from producing points with consequent
high costs for transportation; bad
weather may quickly Impair the quality of the stock; the crop may be
larger than the country can consume ;
and toward the end of the season
there Is competition from other early
producing states.
Service of Great Value.
Field of Staked Tomatoes.
The results of years of study of the
scientific production and marketing of
tlon, because of mixtures found In the
onions Is. available to the growers, and
seed ln 1920, Is better for canning than
producers and shippers are unanimous for the table, because of its somewhat
ln stating that the department's servflat shape, which does not permit slicice has been of great value to them.
ing as successfully as some of the
ln
Federal market reporters located
rounded tomatoes. The Norton and
large consuming markets, such' as St. the newer variety, the Norduke, are
ChiLouis, Cincinnati, Kansas City,
late tomatoes, excellent for canning,
cago, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, New for home
gardening, and late truckYork, and Boston, report daily to the
The Norduke Bhows the highest
ing.
Laredo office local market conditions,
tomato, and
resistance to wilt of
such as supply, demand, and prices. also some resistance any
to the leaf-spdisease.
strains of tomatoes
are developed by selecting from a variety which possesses moderate resistance, individuals which show higher
resistance. This resistance can be combined with other desirable qualities In
other varieties by crossing. Seeds from
resistant strains have been distributed
through state experiment stations to
canners and others for testing, and
some of the varieties are now being
carried In the catalogue lists of seed
n

houses.
CAKE

TOMATO-SEE-

Stamp Sold for 300,000 Francs.
t
liritish Guinea
Paris. A
stamp, issue of 18."i0, black on carmine,
was sold for HOll.ODO francs at the auction sale of the famous Huron Ferrari
This price plus the state
collection.
tax, making ti total of Sia.'iOO francs,
Cleaning and Grading Onions.
was the highest price ever paid for a
The
department also has
stamp in France. The specimen was arrangements with the various railSoTd to an American.
roads whereby the shippers are Informed of dally carlot shipments of
Oil Fraud Alleged in Boston.
An alleged oil fraud, sultl onions everywhere ln the United
Boston
to involve the loss of $1,000,000 to States.
For marketing purposes the Texas
investors here and possibly millions in
section Is divided Into
other parts of the country, was disThe Laredo district,
closed by federal attorneys here when three districts:
of Webb county, the upper
they made public the names of eight- consisting
een oil financiers in New York, Bos- counties, comprising Dimmit, Frio, La
and Zavalla counties; and the
ton nnd.IIolyoke who have been in- Salle, Coast
Gulf
district, embracing the terdicted secretly by the federal grand
ritory contiguous to the St. Louis,
mails.
of
use
the
fraudulant
for
jury
Brownsville & Mexico and the San An& Arkansas Pass railroads.
Mining Association Discusses Blue Sky tonio
The Northwest Mining
Shipments are made to every state
Spokane.
Association, at its meeting here recent- ln the Union east of the Rocky mouncon- tains, the principal markets being New
ly, passed a resolution favoring a
ference of mining interests of the West York, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Missouri,
In Salt Lake City to consider the draft- Ohio, and Massachusetts. New York
ing of a corporate securities act to alone has taken ln the past as much
20 per cent of the entire carlot
supplant "blue sky" laws In various as
Laredo Is the shipping
states, nnUre Denlson "blue sky" act movement.
center for approximately
of
pending in congress.
the onions from the entire section, and
Clothing Workers Accept Wage Cut.
headquarters of practically all buyers
Chicago
Wage cuts averaging 10 and operators are there located.
Seed From Canary Islands.
per cent for men's clothing workers
were agreed to here In a three-yea- r
The majority of the growers obtain
agreement to become effective May 1. their seed from the Canary Islands;
The new agreeinnt affects only Chica- large quantities of seed are also obThe see1. Is
go clothing factories. Minimum wage tained from California.
of $35 a week is set. Wages for cutters planted by drill between August IS
will range from $39 to $47 a week.
and September 20, and the plants remain ln the seed bed 60 to 70 days
G. A. R. Plan Great Reunion.
before transplanting to the field. Great
Gettysburg, Pa. Civil war veterans care Is exercised ln transplanting. The
have started a movement for the cele- ground is plowed, thoroughly disked
bration of the sixtieth anniversary of and harrowed, the roots and tops of
the battle of Gettysburg, with another the plants are carefully trimmed, and
plants are selected.
great reunion here In July, 1923. While only
the rnnks of both the blue and the gray In caring for the crop It Is essential to
havr been considerably thinned since keep the soil moist, and to avoid, by
the"Punion llere ln 1913 wllen S".000 frequent shallow cultivations, crackmen mini the North and the South ing or baking. Harvesting begins
were under canvas, it is believed that around April 1 ln Webb county and
the proposed celebration would receive continues to about May 15. The hap
the enthusiastic .support of the surviv- vest season In the upper counties is
At to ten days later.
ing veterans.
one-thir- d

well-roote- d

:f the

That the United States
a Passion play like that
at Oberammergau In Bavaria is the
belief of Mrs. Marie Mayer Becker,
who played the part of Mary Magdalene In the European Passion piny In
1010.
She has been here since 1914
and Is "proud to say" she la a
naturalized citizen.
"I feel that there Is an Intensely
she
religious life In America,"
said, "and I believe the Passion Play
would give adequate expression to It.
True religton Is shown in the everyday life of the American people, and
I think a piny will be undertaken In
CHICAGO.

enr-ne-

America soon.

"Southern Cnllfomia, with

Its

natural grandeur, would pru- 1,1,1
n
In nil
..I,
t.lnnl
lie .ICIIl.
coluii- lutrui Btnnn
wtic
otii'uiv, ha
oinv. Ttil oil..

llslied in some small community where
it could become a part of the very life

John Duval Dodge,
scion," has been
finding life just one darn tiling after
another. Incidentally, he's the son of
the man who paid $825,000 for a pearl
necklace that once belonged to the
Russian czar. Incidentally also, his
father died recently and young Dodge
Inherited about a million and a half.
Well, first Detroit got after him for
speeding, fined him and put him In
jail for five dnys. They Imprison reckless automobile drivers here; Dodge
others in the house
found twenty-twof correction. He only worked half a
day of the five; he blistered his hands,
developed a fever and was sent to the
hospital. Just the same his attorneys
failed ln every attempt to get him out

DETROIT

of Jail.

Then he went to Kalnmnzoo, Mich.,
to face charges of driving an automobile while intoxicated and illegally
transporting liquor. The Kalamazoo
charges grew out of a midnight Joy
ride. Bex Earl of Kalamazoo, who
with Dodge and three girl students
from Western State Normal, participated In an automobile ride in Kalamazoo that ended ln the serious injury
of Miss Emellne Kwackernaak, a

Takes High Rank for Furnishing Succulent Feed for Hogs or Sheep
Easily Grown.
Among the crops which can be
grown for succulent pasture for hogs
or sheep during the summer and fall
months, rape takes high rank. It
furnishes abundant food which Is
greatly relished by those animals; it
Is easily grown and can be sown most
any time In the spring or early summer

no further danger of
severe frost. It will endure severe
frost ln the fall and can be pastured
late provided stock Is kept off when
It la frozen.

after there

is

Iell-an- s
254 and 754 Packages. Everywhere

Mothers!!
Write for 32- Page Booklet,

people, as It Is ln Oberammet

plague during the Thirty Years war;
but America Is a young nation and she
will make a start. Americans are Intensely Interested ln the Passion Play,
more Interested than the people of any
other country."
Mrs. Becker was born In
of a family which has taken
part in the Passion Play since Its first
performance. Her father was stage
manager In. 1880, 1S00, and 1000, and
her mother took the part of Eve In the
Adam and Eve tableau as well as participating ln the play proper.
'The Oberammergau play, she said,
Is the expression of the life of the viand
llagers and the children are reared
trained with the ambition to take part
In It. The decrease ln population and
the lack of training duo to the war
made it Inadvisable to give the play ln
11120, but It will be given this year,
she said.
Contrary to a current report, Mrs.
Becker will not return to play the role
of Mary Magdalene this year.
Oberam-morgra-

u

the World"
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Use This Coupon
The Lloyd Mfg.
Company
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The Allegheny river Is navigable for
miles above Pittsburgh.
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!i You Need a Medicine

Ycj Should

n the

Best

Have you ever stopped to reason why
that bo many products that are extensively advertised, all at once drop out
The
of sight and are soon forgotten?
reason is plain the article did not fulfill
This
the promises of the manufacturer.
applies more particularly to a medicine,
A medicinal preparation
that has real
curative value almost sells itself, as like
an endless chain system the remedy is
recommended by those who have been
benetited, to those who are in need of it.
A prominent druggist says "Take for
a
example Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root- ,
preparation I have sold for many yearn
H-- H:
and never hesitate to recommend, for in
almost every case it shows excellent results, 13 many of my customers testify.
No other kidney remedy has bo large a
sale."
and
According to sworn statements
verified testimony of thousands who have
used the preparation, the success of Dr.
is due to the fact,
Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
so many people claim, that it fullilU alin
most every wish
overcoming kidney,
corrects uriand bladder
member of the party, had already been liver troubles and ailments;
neutralizes the uric
nary
He acid which causes rheumatism.
fined $50 and costs of $14.30.
You may receive a sample bottle oi
pleaded guilty to a charge of intoxicaAddress
Swamp-Root
by Parcels Post.
tion, filed as the outgrowth of the acciDr. Kilmer & Co., Ringhamton, N. Y.,
dent.
and enclose ten cents', also mention this
coEthel Clemens, eighteen-year-olpaper. Large and medium size bottles
ed, told of the "wild" midnight ride for sale at all drug stores.Advertlscmcal
with Dodge nt the wheel ; of her tellThe wise man keeps his temper
ing him he was going the wrong way,
and his answer that he wanted to even when he Is getting the worst of it.
"show them some speed more speed,"
of Ilex Earl, Dodge's companion, offering them liquor, which they refused,
and of Emellne Kwackernaak's Jumping from the speeding automobile.
Then Detroit put In another claim
for Young Dodge, charging him with
illegally parking his car In front of a
it is

':'i0ANH'r

Why Men
Take

theater.

No "Entangling Alliances"

MastinS Yeast
Hereabouts

Vitamon

are only one or two homes
have locks on the doors and

There
thnt

keys to those thut are thus
Most of
equipped ore never used.
the houses were wholly or partially
constructed with lumber of ships
wrecked on the treacherous shoals of
the North Carolina const.
Ocracoke Is at the extreme southern end of a little Island by the same
mime, located about 30 miles off the
mainland of North Carolina, and Is
unique ln many respects.
The population of the Island numbers about 700, about 650 of whom
Those who do not
live at Ocracoke.
live in the little town are members
of the families of coast guardsmen
who patrol the coast.
As there are no railroads, motor
cars, street cars or theaters where
motion pictures are shown, many of
at Ocracoke have
the Inhabitants
never seen any of these things.
Every person on Ocracoke Island
Is
Methodist In religion. Ocracoke
Is one of the oldest settlements In
America. The people are believed by
many historians to be descendants of
of Sir Walter
the "Lost Colony"
Raleigh.

Tablets To Clear
The Skin and Put On
Firm Flesh

the

d

RAPE GOOD SUMMER PASTURE

Bell-an- s

Dodge His Last Name, But Cops Get Him

By Experiments.

1

6

suu. I believe the professional acton
as well as the people of such a vlfc
Inge should produce it. Of course
America has not the traditions of tht
people of Oberammergau, who glvs
the play in fulfillment of an oath made
when they were relieved from the

as Source of Protein for Live
Stock Has Been Demonstrated

d

a

Oberammergau Passion Play in America

AS FEED

The vnlue of tomato-seepress cake
as a source of protein feed for live
stock has been demonstrated by a
series of experiments recently conducted In the protein Investigation
laboratory of the bureau of chemistry,
United States Department of Agriculture. It has been previously estimated
by the department that over 2,000 tons
of tomato seeds are largely wasted anln the manunually as a
facture of catsup and other products
by the tomato pulping plants ln the
United States.' Tomato seeds contain
approximately 22 per cent of a valuable oil. The press cake which remains after expelling the oil contains
about 37 per cent of protein, which
chemical and nutritional experiments
have shown to be of high food value.
Young albino rats were fed on a diet
ln which tomato-seepress cake fur-nlshed the only source of protein, the
diet having been mode adequate In
other respects by the addition of the
other essential dietary factors. On this
diet the rats were enabled to grow at
the normal rate, showing that the pro- teins of the tomato seed contain all of
the amino acids essential to the growth
of animals. It was also found that the
press cake contains sufficient amount
of the water soluble, or
vltamlne.

NDIGESTJ
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Recommended
Big Annual
iToss Is Avoided.

INCREASE SHOWN IN ACREAGE

carry-ove-

HAMMN(iS

Four Other Varieties, Marvel, Norton,
Columbia and Arlington, Are Also

KODAKS, CAMERAS
Film and Photo Goods.
Develop Film, lOo a roll.
Mall orders solicited.
Catalogs mailed free.
Eastman Kodak Agents.

Relief
Sure
FOR INGESTION

SELECTING TOMATOES

TIME TO MARKET

this

OCRACOKE, aboutC a Although
century and a
N.

half ago was the rendezvous of one
of the world's most daring and famous
)
gang of crooks Edward Tench
and his pirate band it is today one community which the recent
crime wave hs not reached.
There has not been an arrest here
In more than ten years and the crimes
of robbery, burglary, theft and murder are absolutely unknown to the
population.
John Oneal, after holding office as
Justice of the peace at Ocracoke for
eight years, resigned a year or more
ago, not having had a criminal case
during his administration. A successor has never been elected.
(Blue-heard-

The Rev. Orietta Stoddard,
KAN. "I felt it was my
That Is the only reason
I can give for having gone into the
ministry," says the Rev. Orietta Stoddard, thirteen years old.
In August, 1021, an evangelical team
visited at Miami. Scores hit the sawdust trail. Miss Stoddard was a dully
uttendunt and she says she received
She has
her call during the revival.
been
ordained by the Methodist
Episcopal church.
So remarkable was her work In her
Sunday school class nt the Methodist
church nt Miuml thnt she was Invited
to have charge of the services of the
First Methodist church at Miami.
Since that time she has conducted
services at the Methodist church at
Raxter Springs, Kan.; Pitcher, Commerce and other Oklahoma towns.
The people of Baxter Springs have
offered her the position of pastor of
the flock In the little Kansas coal

13

Years Old

PARSONS,

town.

"But I turned It down," she said,

"because I haven't finished my high
school work even. As soon as I finish
high school I Intend to go to the Oklahoma Methodist college at Oklahoma
City and then I will be ready to tak
charge of a church."
When Miss Stoddard decided to be
come a preacher It was a surprise tc
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Stoddard. Mr. Stoddard Is an insurnnct
collector. Ora likes athletics, alwayi
goes to the games, and Is a leader ir
cIbrs and school activities.
She has road the Bible five times.

Easy and Economical

Results Quick

Of what use ara fine features
with an ugly, mottled skin,
flabby flesh, sunken cheeks,
pouches under the eyes, or a
g
face?
careworn,
sickly-lookin-

If you want to quickly clear your
skin and complexion, put some firm,
healthy flesh on your nones, increase
your nerve force and power and look
and feel far better, simply try taking
two of MASTIN'8 tiny yeast VITAMON TABLETS with each meal and

watch the result.
MASTIN'S VITAMON TABLETS
contain not only the purest form of
concentrated yeaat vitnmines, but all
throe vitaminea scientifically combined with specially prepared organic
iron for your blood, the necessary
lime salt and other true vitalising
brain, bone and tissue, making- - ele
ments which Nature provides to pro
duce real ' Btay-thenesh, clear
akin and increase energy.
Under their purifying influence.
many embarrassing skin eruptions
seem to vanish as if by magic, leaving
the skin and complexion fresh, clear
and glowing with ruddy health.
To protect yourself against imitations and cheap substitutes INSIST
uoon MASTIN'S to eet the original
and genuine VITAMON TABLETS,
recommended by physicians and usee)
by millions. At all good druggists.
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NEWS TO DATE
IN PARAGRAPHS
CAUGHT

FROM THE NETWORK OF

WIRE8 ROUND ABOUT
THE WORLD.

Seventeen Chinese were killed outright by the crash of a huge Hundley-Paig- e
airplane ot Pno Ting Fu, China,
according to a dispatch from Shanghai received in London.
A
child was killed recently In the New Lodge road, near Belfast A swarm of children were playing In the street when a rifle shot rang
out and the child fell dead. There Is
no clue to the assassin.
The University of Pennsylvania's
quartet of diminutive mile runners finished second to the Cambridge teu.n in
the
relay race between
Oxford, Cambridge and Pennsylvania
in England's first relay carnival ut the
Queen's Club In London.
"If the Genoa economic conferem
falls despair will creep over the entire
world," declared Premier Lloyd George
In his keynote speech opening this
great international conclave. The British statesman deplored the absence of
the United States.
M. Jeannes, betrayer of Edith Cavell,
British war nurse, was found guilty In
Brussels and sentenced to death for his
act. Miss Cavell was executed by the
Germans during their occupation nt
Brussels, on the ground she was a spy
and revealed secrets to the allies.
A cabinet bill authorizing the government to raise a forced loan of
drachmas (now about
was Introduced In the national assembly at Athens. The measure
provides that all persons possessing
paper currency must lend 50 per cent
to the state.
An expenditure of approximately
$35,000,000 for construction of port
works and nuxlllnry railways In Chile
Is authorized In a bill that has just
been passed by the national congress
at Santiago. Bids will he asked for in
Chile and abroad, first for the Valparaiso project, and later for the other
ports.
A report to the United States embassy at Toklo of an outburst of
feeling in the Yoshhyara district by a nioli lias been made, according to the Japanese Advertiser, which
says that three Americans were Insulted and roughly handled because of
refusal to pay triple auto fare. The
Americans were held four hours by the

RECORD OF IMPORTANT
CONDENSED

EVENT8

FOR BUSY

PEOPLE.
(Return Newipuw UolM Nm Sertlet. )

WESTERN
Four babies, each weighing less than
one pound, were born to Mrs. C. Tabbl
tit the Itakersflelil, Cullf., emergency
hospital. Mother and babies are resting nicely.

Seventeen persons are reported dead
and more than eighty Injured us a result of tornadoes and rainstorms which
swept fliml west Texas east Into Oklahoma toward Arkansas.
The shipwrecked crew of the steam
schooner Fairhnven, which sank off the
west coast of Mexico huve arrived in
8an Francisco on the steamer San
Juan. It consisted of dipt. A. L. Laur,
out other officers and twenty men.
Approximately $500,000 will be spent
by the Northern 1'acil'lc Hallway Company on additions ami betterments of
Its property in Hillings, Mont., and vicinity Ibis year, accord ing Jo unnounee-iiu-n- t
of executives of the compuny.
A vigorous man hunt is under way In
the hills of Marine county, California,
following the daring escape of four
prisoners from (he stale prison nt San
by means of forged passes
Quentln,
and the theft of the automobile of the
prison physician.
While her husband, Homer Samuels,
placed the value of Jewelry stolen from
i
at Los AnMnie. Amelllu
geles at $45,000, L. K. Itebymer, under
whose direction she is appearing in
concerts In this section, said a proper
figure would be "nearer $100,000."
Suit for damages, based on alleged
trespass of an eighth of tin inch along
a distance of fourteen feet in the
of a bouse, wns smoothed out
In Judge Densy's court at San Francisco. Tin' defendant agreed to shave
off the offending fraction of an inch
find the litigants left court.
Herbert Wilson, formerly a minister
Of the (lospel in Oregon and Canada,
held In the county Jail pending trial
for the robbery of the mails at Los Angeles of nearly $1,000,0(10 the night of
March 3, 10'Jl, shot and killed his
accomplice, Herbert li. Cox, just
after officers had frustrated un attempted jallhreak.
Gnlll-Cure-

WASHINGTON
memorial to Hear Admiral Robert
Peary, discoverer of the North Pole,
was dedicated In Arlington National
cemetery when a huge spheroid made
of white granite from his native state
of Maine was unveiled at his last restA

JS.

ing place.
on
House and Senate differences
the bill to extend the time In which
the general public and the press may
use the federal owned radio have been
compromised by the conference committees of the two houses. Agreement
was reached to permit public use of
the facilities to June .10, 1025.

and operated
A government-ownecorporation to be conducted under the
jiupervlslnn of three directors appointed by the President for development of
the nitrate and water power projects
Ot Muscle Shoals, Ala., was proposed
n a congressional resolution made public by Senator Norrls of Nebraska,
chairman of the Senate agricultural
d

committee.
An echo of the

Washington arms
conference Is heard In the action of
the Chinese government In abrogating
customs agreement
the
Ot 18S1, reported to the Department of
Commerce by Minister Jacob G. Schur-inaot Peking, and made public together wlIJi other tariff developments
In foreign countries.
Disregarding the demands and Insistent appeals of President Harding and
Secretary of the Navy Denby, the
JIouso appropriations committee In a
bill laid before the House recommended B Slash of neuHy $200,000,000 In the
fs'nvy Department's estimates for the
coming fiscal year and provided for a
reduction In the navy's enlisted personnel from 101,000 to 07,000.
An accounting of the $350,000,000
worth of pnemy property held by the
government was given the Senate in a
report filed by Thomas W. Miller, alien
property custodian, In response to a
resolution by Senator King of Utah.
"The final disposition of this property," Miller said, "will, undoubtedly,
have a direct bearing on the economic
relations between this country und
JCurope, with particular reference to
J ho late enemy powers."
secretary Kali has left Washington
for on extended trip through western
jitatei which have large public lands,
to make a personal Investigation of
fndlan reservations, reclamation projects and other field activities of the
interior Department. Before beginning his trip of inspection, Secretary
will first go to his home at Three
JFtlversj, N. M to attend to some pergonal business. After two or three
days spent at his home, the secretary
vlll go to Arizona and then cover as
many states as possible before return-ID- f
to Washington early in May.
Itusso-Chlnes- e

n

rll

three-cornere-d

police,

"Exhaustion of the Mexican oil
fields is a matter connected with the
very remote future ttnd present contemplated developments are such us to
guarantee large, continuous production
for u long time," said Edward L.
president of the Mexican Petroleum Company, prior to his departure
from Mexico City for the United
Slates.

GENERAL
Employment In California lias decreased within the Inst three months
from 45,000 to 30,000, according to a
statement by John S. Blair, deputy labor commissioner.
A

fire partially destroyed the

Fidel-

ity Storage and Warehouse Company's

building

In

Philadelphia.

Eighty

fire-

men were overcome by smoke in fighting the fire. The loss Is estimated at
over $500,000.
t,
the Piute Indian who
precipitated the Piute uprising in 101")
because of his resistance to arrest, and
son of Old Polk, a Piute hand leader,
Is dead, according to advices received
by United Stales forest service officers
at Salt Lake City.
"We find that Col. Paul Ward Beck
came to his death by a bullet fired
from a revolver In the bands of Jean
P. Dny. And we further find that
Judge Day shot In defense of bis wife,
his home and her honor," was the finding of the jury at the Inquest In Oklahoma City.
Mexican laborers now stranded in
the Colorado beet territory, will be (he
last to be repatriated, except In cases
where the original movement from
Mexico to American labor centers was
advised by the Mexican government,
Mexican Consul General Luis Monies
De Oca said In El Paso recently.
With the body of Lieut. Col. Paul
Ward Beck on Its way to Washington,
the slaying of t lie pioneer army aviator was a closed chapter at Oklahoma
City. Unless farther evidence Is produced,
Prosecuting Attorney Forrest
Hughes announced there would he no
action taken against Judge Jean P.
Day, In whose home Heck was slain.
Herbert Clayton, 11 years old, under
arrest In Portland, Ore., has confessed
twenty-twsuccessful forgeries, police
detectives say. By representing himself as a caddy ut times and at other
times ns a newsboy,
ho found It an
easy matter to Induce merchants to
cash checks ranging from $2.50 to $10
His twenty-tweach.
checks aggregated about $100, according to the poo

lice.
Mischievous boys playing near the
New York Central tracks at Ludlaw,
New York, almost wrecked the Wolverine express from the west by ob-

structing the tracks with heavy planks
and galvanized pipes. A possible serious accident was averted by the engineer, who saw the danger In time and
clamped on the emergency brakes,
bringing the train to a stop just ns the
engine pilot touched the harriende.
Mexican river guards, ufter commanding him to halt, shot Corp. W. W.
field arWhyte of the
tillery, Fort Bliss, to death while he
wus trying to cross the river on horseback, according to a report made by
the commander of the guards at El
Eighty-secon-

d

Paso.
Olivia M. P. Stone, nurse, acquitted
by a Jury In the Brooklyn Supreme
Court of the murder of Ellis Guy Kln-keaformer corporation counsel of
Cincinnati, said that she would go back
to her work and attempt to forget hei

"terrible experiences."

CARRIES BURGLAR

FRENCH CLASH

CLAIM

and Arizona

THE NATION
REFUSES
TO DISCU83 ARMA.
MENT.

at that place and stealing a trunk.
J. H. Royal, cashier of the Amerloan
Railway Express office at Blsbee, who
disappeared after threatening to end
his life recently has returned to his
home in Bisbee.
According to reports received at Darning, N. M., the Southern Pacific railroad will spend over $3,800,000 during
the present year In Improving the road
In that part of the country.
The Chester L, Thompson post, No.
23, of the American Legion of Fort
Bayard, Is now said to be the largest
post In the entire United States, the
membership being over 700.
Under a ruling of the United States
land commissioner, the land offices at
Tucumcarl and Fort Sumner will be
discontinued and the records will be
brought to the office In Roswell, N. M.
Plans are now under way for the district track and field meet which Is to
open In Springer, N. M, May 6, when
it Is expected that delegates from all
the schools In the southern and central
part of New Mexico will participate.
A contract has been signed by the
Kstancla Savings Bank and Walter L.
Kegel, president of the First National
Bank of Mountalnalr, N. M., acting as
agent for the Farmers' and Stockmen's
Bank of Estnncln, whereby the busi
ness of the Estancla Savings Bank Is
sold to the Farmers' and Stockmen's
Bank.

Propped against a fence In a standing position," the body of Patrick E.
Clark was found at the plant of the
Yuma Ice, Electric and Manufacturing
Company nt Yuma, Ariz. Clark, who
had been dead for many hours, evidently was killed when his body came
in contact with a wire carrying about
volts.
After spending nearly a month In
Arizona In search of the pink boll
worm or the boll weevil In the cotton
fields of the Salt River valley and In
the vicinity of Yuma and Tucson, eight
Inspectors from the federal board of
horticulture reported to Don C. Mote,
entomoligist of the State Horticultural
Commission, that they had found no
trace of either pest.
What Is probably another chapter In
the suit of the Miners' nnd Merchants'
Bank of Blsbee, against E. B. Perrln
nnd his wife, and others, for foreclosure on property under mortgage for
$10,000, nnd Interest, was written when
n deed conveying nil land owned by
Perrln and his wife to the Los Angeles
Trust una savings uaim, was inea ui
the office of County Recorder H. L.
Hutchison, In Tombstone, Ariz.
According to reports of W. C. Lawrence, vice president of the Roswell
Chamber of Commerce, who recently
returned from the big rnllroad meeting
In Fort Worth, Texas, the prospects
for the new rail line from that city to
the Pecos valley are bright. Mr. Lawrence electrified his audience nt the
meeting by declaring that Roswell was
willing to put up a bonus of from
$150,000 to $200,000 for the road.
That there are more thnn 3,000 citizens of New Mexico who need rehabilitation and who mny be restored to
whole or partial usefulness by it, Is the
estimate of D. W. Rockey, state supervisor of Industrial rehabilitation. The
estimate of 3,000 civilians In need of
this aid in which the state Is now prewns given by Mr.
pared to
Rockey In course of a letter to an eastern New Mexico mnn who Inquired as
to the scope of the work.
Exceeding all former efforts of the
organization on a like occasion and
overtopping the best endeavors of the
same nature ever made in the Southwest, El Zaribnh temple, Ancient and
Arabic Order, Nobles of the Mystic
Shrine, hns started arrangements for
Its spring ceremonial, which will be
held In Phoenix on Mny 12 and 18.
The awarding of the medals won by
the cadets of the Military Institute for
gallery and open range work, took
place on the parade grounds nt Roswell. The entire squadron formed In
line und the medals were presented to
the men by Captain Saunders. Some
of the highest scores ever made at the
Institution have been made by the cadets during the past year.
Officials of the United States land
office at Las Cruces expect that from
750 to 1,000 applications will be filed
In Las Cruces between April 10 and
July 8 for the 55,000 acres of land near
Denilng, N. M., to be open to entry at
that time. The land will be open to
entry under the homestead and desert
men of the war
land laws.
with Germany will have the preferi!,'i,0O0

ence.
Reports from the new cotton seed oil
at
mill which was recently opened
Loving, N. M., predict that It will soon
be one of the most Important Indus-

the Pecos valley. The mill

Is

now running both night and day and
the orders are on the increase so that
u busy season Is assured.
The A. T. & S. F. railway recently
sent Its voucher to the treasurer of
Curry county, N. M for $20,493.18 to
pay all of the first half of Its taxes In
that county, except a small amount
which It claims to be based upon tile
gal local levies.
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New York Criminal Made Spe-

cialty of Looting Fashionable
Providence, R. I. Discovered while
Apartments at Week-Enat work drilling holes In a safe In the
festry of St. Patrick's Koman Catholic
church, In this city, a young man who
IS TRAPPED BY POLICE
possesses a diploma from a San Francisco school for burglars was surrounded by a cordon of police nnd
taken into custody after a struggle, In Confesses to Having Committed Mysterious Saturday and Sunday Bur.
which, the police say, It was necessary
to use a club on the Intruder's head.
glarlea That Hava PuzThe police are holding the man. who
zled Police.
gives bis name as Charles Benson, and
his home as Ridley Park, Pa, for
New York: New York's latest crimbreaking and entering with Intent to inal, the "week-en- d
burglar," was captured when he visited a fashionable
apartment house In which a jewel robbery was effected a week ago, accordh
ing to detectives of the East
street station.
Six detectives, headed by Lieut. John
McMuhon, and more than 20 patrolmen, some of them In plain clothes,
were distributed through from Fif
tleth to Sixtieth street and between
Lexington and Fifth avenue In the
trap set for the thief.
Out of Work, He Says.
The man arrested told the detectives, after he had been charged with
burglary, that he had been out of work
since last July, and admitted, they
said, several of the recent Saturday
and Sunday burglaries that won the
burdistinctive sobriquet of "week-englar."
The prisoner said he Is Thomas Bell,
twenty-fou- r
years old, a chauffeur, born
In London.
He lives, he said, at 128
Newton road, Astoria, L. I.
Bell was trapped, according to the
police, In the apartment of Edgar
on the first floor of the
apartment house nt 125 East Seventy-secon- d
street, nt the corner of Lexington avenue.
Before entering ther.f
Man
Work.
at
Watched the Young
the police say ho had gone up the fire
to the fourth-floo- r
opurtment
commit larceny. Among possessions escape
of Charles Dillingham, and tried to
claimed by the man and taken from a
enter that.
checking station In a Providence railWindow.
Tries Third-Floo- r
road station are several correspondFailing to enter that window, he
ence course lessons In "How to Be a
descended and tried the window of a
Burglar," a diploma signifying that
r
apartment, occupied by Mrs,
line
full
and
a
Benson Is a graduate,
of burglar's tools, flashlights, nnd
other usual equipment. Benson told
the police he entered the church to
get warm.
Benson was discovered at work by
the Rev. Martin F. Reddy, pastor of
the church, who was awakened by a
sound of a window being opened in
the church vestry. The priest watched
the young man at work on the safe,
which contained church funds, and
then returned to the rectory and teleThe burglar
phoned for the police.
was not alarmed by the orrlvul of a
patrol full of officers until they entered
the church. Then he gathered his tools
and concealed himself behind the altar, where, the police say, he was arrested after a struggle.
d.

Nmpipv Union Nm ferric.)

Miguel Duran of Ledoux, Mora county, N. M., is reported to have confessed
to entering the home of the postmaster

In

Caught Drilling Church
Safe Claimed Baggage Containing Set of Burglar Tools.
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Genoa. A clash over a disarmament proposal by George Chitcherin
the Russian Soviet foreign minister,
.vhlch occurred between Chltcherin
und M. Burthou, France, threatened to
disrupt the Genoa conference nt Its
spenlng session.
M. Burthou said that France categorically refused to discuss disarmament at Genoa. M. Chltcherin replied

Sixty-sevent-

that Russia thought France would be
ready to discuss this suggestion because M. Brland, the former French
premier, had said at the Washington
armaments
conference that Russia's
had made disarmament Impossible.
Mr. Lloyd George hastened to Intervene, and in his contention that disarmament could not be taken up, certainly not before a peuce basis had been
readied at Genoa, he was supported
ty Slgnor Facto.
Eventually the discussion on this
point ceased, after M. Chltcherin said
the Russian delegatloa would bow to
the collective will of the conference.
The clash between the Russiun nnd
French delegates disclosed the fuct
that disarmament Is not on the agenda
and thut, therefore, this mutters is not
to be tuken up for consideration.
The keynote of Lloyd George's
speech was peace, and he made a pow
srful appeal to the delegates to work
in unison for the restoration of good
relations nnd normal economic condiHe betions throughout the world.
lieved that. If thee onference was sucIts
In
cessful
achievements, the
United States "would not merely come
in, but come In gladly."
The Italian premier, who was elected
permunent chairman of the conference,
was equally eurnest in his desire for
and promised the aid of
unanimity,
Italy In carrying out any resolution
likely to guarantee peace and stability
inning the nations.
M. Barthou pledged the loyal support of France In whatever the conference might do to put Into execution
he-- tasks of reconstruction and good
relationship which It had mapped out.
The ambassador from the United
States, Richard Washburn Child, took
his seut In a section reserved for eminent guests. He was to attend all the
)pen meetings but will not be present
it any conferences of committees at 192 YEARS IS HIS SENTENCE
.vhlch the actual important work of
:he conference will be completed.
European Swindler Who Duped Seven
"Wives" Held In Paris for
Two U. 8. Soldiers Die in Blaze.
$00,000 Frauds.
Manila, P. I. Capt. William J. BrisParis. The police of Paris assert
coe of the Philippine scouts was
as
burned to death in attempting to res- that Sanchez Donato, also known
cue an enlisted man surrounded In a Antonio Lusla, and Harrison Edison,
In Barcelona, Spain,
forest fire near Bnguido, Province of who was arrested
The soldier also perished In connection with forgeries totaling
Benguet.
francs (normal value
and several others were severely nearly 4,000,000
$800,000), is really Antonio Llusla y
was
Briscoe
burned. Captain
leading
Buse, who was born In Barcelona and
a squad of the Forty-thirinfantry In has been hunted
by European police
un effort to check the fire, which
The police seek Llusla
for six
threatened to destroy Camp John Hay. on 100 years.
warrants, and he has been sentenced by default In Spain to 192
Princeton Bars Eighteen Students.
It Is asserted
years' Imprisonment.
Princeton, N. J Eighteen students that he contracted seven marriages,
in all have been declared Ineligible to each time fleeing with the bride's forcompete in Princeton athletics follow- tune.
Llusla, the police declared, posed as
ing the faculty cleanup of sports here.
of the minister of
the brother-in-lafinance of Ecuador In Guayaquil, imIn
Killed
Cyclones.
Thirty
personated King Alfonso at Mauritius,
Dallas, Texas. Heavy winds of cyan Island In the Indian ocean, borrowclonic velocity and rainstorms swept
ing large sums of money, nnd posed
north Texas and southern Oklnhoma as the
president of the republic of
of
death
the
causing
early Saturday,
Andorra.
Immense
and
about thirty persons
property loss, according to meager re- Drug Peddler Had Wares in a Bible
ports received here. Tornadoes were
New York. New York Olty police
reported at Cisco, wheie Mrs. R. W. have arrested a Sunday dope peddler
Turner was probubly fatally injured who carried his wares, 15 paper packand one other woman Is In serious con- ets of powder, hidden In between the
dition ; at Ardmore and Lawton, Okla., pages of a Bible. Firemen, answering
where It was reported fourteen persona a Are alarm, found four men lying on
lost their lives ; Wichita Falls, Ranger the floor of on apartment, where they
and other north Texas towns report apparently had fallen after sampling
the drug.
heavy damage.

d

third-floo-

d

Injured in Airplane Crash.
Clarion, Pa. Capt. Roald Amundsen, the Arctic explorer, nnd four flying companions narrowly escaped
death at Miola, near here, when the
monoplane In which they were making a flight from New York to Cleveland, the first lup of a continental
Journey, turned over when It was
forced to land In a field. All the oc
cupants of the machine were reported
slightly bruised, but otherwise uninjured.
Amundsen

Mystery of Bills in River Solved.
Washington Solution of the mystery of the finding of the package of
$5 treasury bills in the Potomac river
near the bureau of engraving and
printing, has been announced by Chief
Moron of the secret service, who said
that the bills were a part of a bundlo
of 1,000 sheets, each containing fout
$5 notes stolen from the bureau about
a year ago. Clayton C. Dunn of Potomac, Va., a former watchman nt the
bureau, was arrested in February for
posslng $1 bills raised to $5.

Suloide to Sleep Ten Days.
Madison, Wis. Ten days of sleep,
according to physicians, are In store
Would-B-

e

for Clarence Harvey, twenty-eigh- t
years old, who police say attempted
to commit suicide by swallowing a
large overdose of sleeping tablets,
thinking them to be poison.

'
'

Asks Court to Make
Girl Stop Loving Him

5

J

When a pretty girl Insists on
lavishing her attentions on a J
t man against his will, the only 4
t thing that will stop her is an inJunction, according to Bruno $
Heller of Chicago, who claims J
Miss
Ethel Friedman
that
snowed him under with affection J
J and telephone calls, and persist- - t
0 ed In riding in his automobile.
J He wants the court to make her J
Miss Friedman denies all
0 stop.
the charges In the petition. ,
J
t

J

''

Was Captured.
Edgar Salinger, who was robbed of
valuable Jewelry a week ago, found
that locked, went down to the second
floor and tried a window there, but
He descended to the
without success.
first floor, found the window opened
easily and stepped through it. Immediately the trap was closed.
While detectives, under Lieutenant
McMahon were listening to the man
wrapping valuables In paper within
the Novelll apartment, they said, Bell
heard them and went to the fire escape. He stepped out of the window
with drawn gun, according to the police, but thrust his gun quickly Into his
outer pocket at the conunand of
"Hands up!"
TWO EAGLES

FIGHT

A

PUMA

Spectacular Battle Is Waged on Slopes
of Mount Baldy In Colorado
Springs Park.
Colorado Springs, Colo. A mountain lion which had dropped down the
eastern slopes of Mouvsldy Into
North Cheyenne canyon, Colorado
Springs park, was attacked by a pair
of bald eagles. The fight was witnessed by Pearl Turner and Ella Taylor.
The eagles had the Hon at a disadvantage from the start. They would
both swoop down at once, using claws
and beaks unmercifully. The lion
tried ail the time to escape. When
close pressed he would leap at his
antagonists, snapping and striking
with bis paws. The eagles used their
wings effectively to escape these onslaughts. The Hon finally obtained
shelter In brush.

Youth Steals to Get Money to Wed.
New York. Need of money for his
approaching marriage was the reason
given by Louis Rosenthal, .(S'three
youths arrested for robbing Miss Ida
Kurtzman of $1,062 which she had
drawn from a bank. Two other boys
were arrested In connection with' the
same robbery.
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POT CAR THEFTS

TO MAKE RAIN VISOR
FOR ANY AUTOMOBILE

AT$100,000,000

CHECKS IN FAVOR

IMPROVED
ROADS

Fogging of
Driver's Vision.

Elements Kept From Striking Glass
and la Great Help In Stormy

Weather When Enameled
Suitably It la Not Con.
plcuous.
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Erroneous Impression Prevails That
Hog Cholera Will Be Eradicated
In Few Years.

(Prepared by th United State Department
of Agriculture.)
funds for
The total of federal-ai- d
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LIVE
STOCK
SERUM WILL PROTECT SWINE

According to Bureau of Public Roads Outfit Requires Belt, and Paris Often
Advocates the Use of Three,
$339,875,000 Muat Be Expended
In Three Year.
Writer Says.
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little
sion was formed In 1921 for a nation- glass at all and Is a great help to driv- tion. Accordingly, the new appropria- all thattrimming.
Is necessary; but to get the
wide Inquiry Into automobile frauds ers In stormy weather. As most auto- - tion must be expended by June 30, smart effect the belt must be dropped
and thefts and for the destruction of moblllsts keep their tops up during 1924, and the time allowed for the low, often as low as the hips. And
the market for stolen cars. The com- winter, It can be fastened permanently expenditure of the balance of the Paris Is
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of the United States Chamber of and should be punched with several pended upon a definite, connected sys- thing,
Commerce; J. A. Hall, educational d- holes so that It can be tacked to the tem of highways In euch state, of not
to exceed 7 per cent of the total mileirector of the Associated Advertising Inside of the front bow of the top.
Make it Just low enough so that It age of highways already existing In
Clubs of the World; Gutzon Borglum,
the sculptor and president of the In- will ward off the snow or rain, but not the state. This system Is to be
ternational Sporting club, and Dan too low to prevent the driver from divided into two parts ; the first to InBeard, National Boy Scout commis- watching the road. Be sure the side clude the more Important roads, which
shields come as close as possible to the are to be known as the primary or
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to all cars registered In the the snow or rain at the sides.
When enameled a suitable color to
United States has been carefully
worked out that not only will result match the car, it will not be unbeIn the least.
In the detection and recovery of a coming or conspicuous
Popular Science Monthly.
great majority of the unrecovered cars
stolen In the past, and that are still
In operation, but will prevent to a UIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIU
very large degree, the future sale, use,
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A Model Stretch of Improved Roadway.
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hat, then perhaps one
try. It declared that automobile thievInclude the secondary or Intercounty an
ing "Is today one of the most profitThe primary roads, It Is of the new, cute little poke shapes.
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continued,
balance of the system.
burdensome liability upon owners, and
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of
A not Infrequent
police and state departments.
THE TAILORED STREET FROCK
of the mixture.
"Many laws to check the motor car ing Is
MONEY IN QUEBEC HIGHWAYS
theft and fraud evil have been enactInteresting Fabric Combination Is Feaed. The majority of them carry heavy
Clogging of the cooling system may Amount Now Reaches Sum of $86,000,- tured in Winsome Frock for
penalties, and although many arrests be prevented by cleaning It at least
000 Foreign Motorcars Leave
Spring Wear.
are made throughout the country con- twice a year with sal soda.
$35,000,000.
victions seem difficult to secure; In
An Interesting fubrlc combination Is
Rubber is very quickly disintegrated
any event fewer than should be are
In featured In a tailored street frock for
of
roads
miles
a
has
thousand
It
same
time
the
at
slackno
and
and
Forty
oil,
by
perceptible
accomplished,
an area spring. The dress is of navy canton
ening of this lawlessness Is generally most unfortunate capillary affinity for the province of Quebec occupy
an
which
$50
at
acre, crepe, with waistline a trifle lower
of
acres,
oil.
320,000
the
apparent."
normal waist, a straight,
makes a value of $18,000,000, according than the
to S. L. Squires, chairman of the ex- slightly gathered skirt and
with a
ecutive committee of the Canadian flaring sleeve's. It Is trimmed
of
cost
The
Good Roads association.
the work done on the highways prior
SPRING FASHIONS
to 1012 aggregated $40,000,000, while
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the amount spent by the province since
A gown of white crepe de chine hns
that date amounted to $30,000,000. panels of
and bands of
This constituted a total Investment In
tiny black roses.
Quebec roads of $80,000,000.
A chiffon frock of rose and ltlnc hns
The number of motorcars entering crystal and pearl embroidery on the
These
1020
34,435.
in
totuled
Quebec
front and girdle.
foreign cars left no less than
A wrap of white ermine Is lined with
when
the
It Is expected that
black velvet and collared and girdled
'
final figures for 1921 are compiled this with silver fox.
:
111
amount will total approximately $35,- Latticework in chenille rope or rolled
000,000.
bias folds of the muterlal Is used
as a blouse trimming.
A blouse of white crepe is trimmed
SURFACED
ROADS
RURAL
FEW
with oblong panels worked In
and a frilled Jubot.
Of an Estimated Total of 2,478,552
A frock of red velvet has an over-skiMiles of Highways Only 299,135
of brown net caught In a chou
Are Improved.
on one side at the wulstline.
A frock of navy blue piquetlne hns
Despite the fact that the United n collar and sleeve puffs of organdie
veStates has 7,000,000
and is trimmed with narrow metallic
hicles in operation lending the world braid.
In this respect motorists will be surThe Informal dinner sown Is genprised to learn that but 12 per cent of erally long and straight, glrdied
the roads of this country are surfaced. about the hips, and with long, flowOut of an estimated total of 2,478,552 ing sleeves.
A vest of beige pique, edgings of
miles of public rural roads, only about
tnn silk braid, and rows of bono but299,135 are surfaced or Improved.
tons lend interest to a dress of navy
Much Road Building.
blue Jersey.
'
A total of 28.135 miles of roads were
Tnnels of blue are used on the skirt
hnllt. under construction or under of a dress of silver cloth. The
girdle drops a garland of silagreement for construction throughout
the United States since July 1, 1910. ver flowers.
d
A seamless frock of
The cost of the roadwuys is $406,151,-683.4or an average cost of $17,630 kasha cloth Is embroidered In chenille
and worn with a peasant blouse of
per mile.
cream voile.
A block crepe frock hns Its side
Drainage and Dragging.
'"The latest thing in bumpers Is the new life saver for automobiles. The InWith good drainage and constant panels embroidered with a silver bead
ventors are Charles Bearly, 11001 Wentworth avenue, Chris Hansen, 11254 dragging after It becomes sufficiently vine, green chenille leaves and red
South Michigan avenue and WUllnm Hasen, 11343 Forest avenue, Chicago, and dry after each rain, a road bed will velvet flowers.
An excellent hat for the black crepe
be built up and packed that will be
they are very confident of their Invention. Here you see the "fender" in pracfrock Is a huge bluck satin one droop
tical use.
(ussable in ordinury bad weather.
OWNERS ARE ASKED TO HELP

GRAY FOX FURS FOR SUMMER

Weaves Ready for
the New Season.

Many Kinds

Tin Device Prevents

Interstate

Commission Works
Out Clearance Test to Cut
Down Losses of Autos.

ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO

(PrtDart'l k? tha United Statu Departmesb
of Asrlcultun.)
The Impression that hog cholera 1
a disease that will be eliminated before many years through the use of an
serum has been spread
throughout the country, but there h
little ground for such a belief, says the
United States Department of Agriculture. The serum treatment, when

rfff

properly given, will protect hogs
against the disease, but It does not go
to the source and eliminate the germs
from the country, which would be necessary If hog cholera Is to become a
thing of the past. It might be possible
to eliminate the disease If every hog
In the United States could be kept Immunized all of the time, but such a
The summer tur la the mort Impor- measure would be Impractical, If not
tant feature of milady's wardrobe, and Impossible.
thia gray fox bids fair to lead the
Hog cholera Is of varying prevarace In popularity.
lence, both as to the time of the year
and as to periods of several years. In
November-th- ere
lighter blue duvetyn which forms nar- the fallOctober and
Is more of this disease than in
row side panels, each panel approxiThe number of
months.
mately three Inches wide. The lighter the other
hogs per thousand affected by It
blue duvetyn also binds the wide
neck and the sleeves. These changes greatly from year to year,
sleeves are slashed from wrist to also. There have been years, such as
1897
and 1013, when cholera
shoulder, and the duvetyn binding ex- 1887.
caustends around every edge. A Hue em- raged throughout the corn belt,
to farmers. In the
broidery In red appears just Inside of ing great losses between
these high
the duvetyn binding, and the 'panels years Intervening
points tho losses were relatively low.
are embroidered In red.
Since 1913 hog cholera has been but
This dress Is sufficiently different to
be noticeable, but It Is conservative, slightly prevalent as compared with
the worst years, but there is no assurand the type of frock that a
woman who Is not Interested ance that other great waves of the
beIn freak styles or blznrre effects would disease will not occur as they did
fore serum was used. It has been but
wear.
the last high point In
Incidentally, the use of duvetyn or eight years since
of
other heavy fabric as a trimming for losses from cholern, and the records
a sheer material may come as an ac- the Department of Agriculture show
the high
the period between
ceptable suggestion to the woman who that
points of prevalence Is usually 10
is making over a Inst season gown.
The duvetyn panels on the dress are years or longer.
This fall there are reports of Intwo or three inches longer than the
skirt proper, and the ends are folded creased losses from cholera, but some
Increase Is to he expected every fall.
under as a finish.
The continued vogue of crepe
weaves of nil sorts is one of the present season fashion points, with unusual fable and color combinations
also noticeable. A wool fabric frock
may be trimmed with organdie, a
f
heavy silk, such as faille, with
linen, and a sheer silk may
find a fabric such as duvetyn n desirable selection as a trimming touch.
but-tea-

AN EASY WAY TO COLOR LACE
Yellow Ochre Serves Satisfactorily
the Dry Cleaning of Various

In

Articles.
White lace, net, tulle, or anything
texture, can quickly be
or the
transformed Into a cream-whitfashionable yellow shade In a very
simple way. It being a
the lace loses none of Its newness, and
the most dellcute lace may bo subjected to this treatment without harm.
I'ut a quantity of ochre (yellow) In
a box or pnper bag, drop the nmterlnl
Inside, and shake the box until the
powder has sufficiently tinted the lace.
After removing the material, shake
out nny superfluous powder. If a pale
tint Is wanted, mix rice powder with
the ochre. Dingy lace waists may take
on a new appeunince If treated to an
ochre bath.
of similar

e

Chintz.

Not only for little girls are there
lovely frocks In chintz, but for grownups, too. Muny of them are In the
real
Kngllsh
patterns on a light
ground dotted with black.
ing under a bunch of violets placed
almost In front.
A gown of blue crepe romnlne has
Greclun draperies embroidered In
crystal bugles and silver beads, and
a matching girdle.
A street frock of black crepe
has a waistcout effect and cuffs
of white crepe romalne embroidered
in blue soutache braid.

PAINT OR STAIN THE WALLS
Guardians of Health Assert That
Paper Retains Vermin and
Disease Germi.
Many physicians nnd sanitarians
contend that It Is susceptible of proof
that certain wall conditions are detrimental to health. They claim that
materials pasted on the wall with the
vegetable pastes, used for the purpose,
may harbor not only vermin , but
disease germs.
They contend that
many of the ills, particularly of children, come from unsanitary wall conditions.
They set forth Instances where contagious diseases have been communicated a long time after the rooms were
occupied by the diseased party and
when the paper was being removed
from the wall.
If these things are true, and we have
It on good authority that they are,
the painting or coloring of walls would
seem to be a matter of good Judgment
on the part of the property owner.
One of the Smart Things.
ecru lace combined with
black silk crepe !s one of the smart
things In the new French clothes. One
churming evening frock shows a hodln
of the ecru lace with a skirt of black

Heavy

Farmer Should Immunize Every Hog
en

First

Suspicion

of Cholera.

The fact that farm products have
brought smaller returns In recent
months has no doubt caused less
serum to be bought, nnd muny farmers have lost their herds when they
might have saved them. Perhaps they
could not huve prevented the occurrence of the disease, but they could
have prevented the hogs from dying
of it.
Getting rid of hog cholern Is not a
simple matter, which may be appreciated when It Is remembered that the
Infection has been carried to nil parts
of 41ie United States and that the
way In which it spreads are probably
not ell thoroughly known. It may be
many a long year before this plague
of the swine industry Is eliminated.
The best thing to be done now Is for
each farmer to keep close watch, over
his herd, and on the first suspicion of
the dlsaase Immunize every hog.
Some men now consider Immunization against hog cholera as one of the
regular expenses of pork production
and have It done every year. They
realize that It Is not a cue, but only a
prevention against loss. Even when
serum Is used there Is sometimes a
loss, but In nearly all cases the method
Is very successful. It Is the only de
pendable means available for prevent
ing losses from hog cholera,
Easy to Make Runts.
easy to make runts out of
pigs by not feeding the sow welV
A brood sow should receive, therefore,
all the concentrates she will clean up
as soon as the pigs are large enough
to take the milk. -

It

Is

well-bre-

Balanced Feed for Cattle.
Corn alone Is excellent for fattening
cattle. Add to It, say, 10 to 20 per
cent of Its weight in linseed meal, cottonseed meal or tankage, and you get

a ratios thnt Is still better balanced.
Or feed the corn with oats and alfulfu.
Instead of nil corn stalks and other
roughage.
Time to Buy Sheep.
The present price of wool and mutton Is so fur out of proportion to the
present price of sheep thnt It looke
like now Is the time to buy sheep.
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By JOHN DICKINSON SHERMAN
It. STEVKNSON.
Mr. Clialniiun and
gentlemen, It Is an old controversy,
but recently I have discovered that
tn the lust edition of the Congressional Record, the permunent one,
the myth that Andrew Jackson was
born on the McKemey plantation In
North Carolina has been engrafted
on our Congressional Record, and I
desire to controvert that proposition
and once for nil place before the
Congress and the country the evidence as to the blrthpluce of Andrew
Jucksoii.

(1707-1845-
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The speaker was Representative William E.
Stevenson of South Cnrolina. He was speaking In
the national house of representatives at Washington. In short, the old, old controversy over the
birthplace of Andrew Jackson has been set going
ngaln. Of course every good American knows
or should know nil about Andrew Jackson
)
except, perhaps the place of his birth.
Andrew Jackson, alter service In the Revolution and a wild youth on the frontier, became a
lawyer, lie served in the national house and senate. He defeated the Creeks and Semlnoles. His
defeat of the liritisli at New Oilcans In the War
of 1812 is one of the great battles of history. He
was the I1rst American governor of Florida (ISL'l).
He was the seventh president of the United
States. His firm stand against nullification in
South Carolina is history. He died at "The Hermitage," Nashville, Tenn. "Did Hickory" is one
of the popular figures of our history.
The Andrew Jackson controversy seems to have
lioen a sort of
First
dispute.
there was a controversy over the house in which
lie was born the McKemey bouse or the Crawford house. That was apparently settled in favor
of the Crawford house.
Then the question was:
Wus the Crawford house in North Carolina or
South Carolina?
As to the first controversy:
Andrew Jackson,
Sr., had hind on Twelve Mile creek.
This land
was or Is now In North Carolina, very close
to the present North Carolina South Carolina
state line. When Andrew Jackson, Sr., died he
was buried in a gruveyard near by. From the
funeral Mrs. Jackson went either to the home ot
her sister, Mrs. James Crawford, or to that of
another sister, Mrs. George McKemey.
The two
homes are only a few miles apart, but the Crawnow
ford place is
in South Carolina and the McKemey place is now In North Carolina.
One story bad It tiint Mrs. Jackson, starting for
the Crawford place, stopped on the way at the
SIcKeniey place, where Andrew was born, and
then went on to the Crawford place, where she
took up residence. The other story had It that
Mrs. Jackson went directly to the Crawford place
and that Andrew was born there.
The historians made a great ado about the
question of Andrew Jackson's birth whether it
was at the Crawford place or at the McKemey
place. It was finally settled at least to the satisfaction of most people In favor of the Crawford place.
Later a new controversy broke out. This time
It was over the question of the location of the
Crawford place was it in North Carolina or In
South Carolina?
Though this controversy died out there la a
curious conflict of opinion even to this dny. From
the debate n the house It appears that most of
the encyclopedias of the present day say he was
born in North Carolina. The histories differ r,n
the point. Recently a monument was erected In
North Cnrolina over a spot stated to be his birthplace.
It appears that In 1707, when Andrew Jackson was born, the line between the two states In
(be vicinity of the Crawford plantation was In
dispute nnd hnd not been legally settled. Accordline between
ing to Mr. Stevenson the eight-mil- e
the rock corner on Wnxhow creek to the Gum tree
corner on Twelve Mile creek was in dispute beginning with 17fl!i. He said In his address:
"The State of South Carolina claimed that It
was a straight line and the State of North Carolina claimed that It followed the road, and all
the maps, as I will show you by one of them presently, carried It by the public road, which threw
the James Crawford grant of land largely Into
North Carolina. Meanwhile the Crawfords were
irrantcd a tract of land by South Carolina, and the
Bnme tract of land was granted by North Cnrolina
lo Gen. Andrew I'lckens, that being the place on
which General Jackson was born. So that from
1705 until an agreement was reached in 1815 the
Crawford land, on which Jackson was born, according to one claim was In North Carolina, and
according to another was In South Carolina, and
the map showed the Cnrolina road as the dividing
line, and that threw the Crawford land largely
into North Carolina, though the Crawford house
was In South Carolina. Therefore, while the claim
was set up that Jackson was born in North Carolina, It was well established and everybody admitted that he was born on the Crawford plantation. There was no dispute about that. The dispute was whether the Crawford place was In
North or South Carolina."
.
Now, of course you've heard that famous story
nbout what the governor of North Carolina said
to the governor of South Carolina. But dollars to
doughnuts you don't know what made them so dry.
Well, here's all about It, on the word of Mr.
Stevenson :
Now, In 1813 the two States reached an agreement and sent a commission to settle that line,
and extended the northern line, which had only
been run about to Tryon, and ran It out to the
Georgia line. That commission worked two years.
They adopted the straight line from the stone at
Waxhaw Creek to Gum at Twelve Mile Creek,
a
which put the Crawford plantation In South
and established the Crawford land as Crawford's aad not as Pickens'. That was ratified at
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a great conference between the governor of North
Carolina and the governor of South Carolina on
November 2, 1815, at Greenville, S. C. Some of
you may have heard of the renmrk of the governor of North Carolina to the governor of South

Carolina?
What was it?
Several members.
Mr. Stevenson. Finally, at a long sitting, when
the refreshments ran low, the governor of North
Carolina is said to have remarked, "The governor
of North Cnrolina wishes to remark to his excellency the governor of South Cnrolina that it is
a long time between drinks."
Now,
Laughter.
that was when that wus settled, and the agreement on that straight line settled it that Andrew
Jackson was born in South Carolina, because nobody disputed that be was born on his Uncle
James Crawford's plantation, that that wus where
his mother lived. That was one of the burning
questions settled, nnd was in direct Issue, because
of Jackson's great prominence as a general Just
then.
Mr. Stevenson oddly enough, he was born In
North Carolina went Into all details of the controversy. Probably a concise summary of the evidence In favor of South Carolina is the report of
the Historical commission of South Carolina to
the general assembly of South Carolina at the regular session of 1008. Mr. Stevenson used it as an
exhibit.
It made the following points, among
others :
During the lifetime of Andrew Jackson It wns almost universally accepted that he was born In South
Carolina, but of recent jeurs It bus come to be
widely spread that he was born In North Carolina.
The encyclopedias and biographers either state
that his birthplace Is a matter of doubt or that
It was in North Carolina. But the most Impartial
and ucceptuble evidence all points to a
spot in South Carolina ns his birthplace.
Jackson himself repeatedly declared that he was
born In South Carolina, and actually fixed the spot
upon a map, and his is the only evidence we hnve
before us that would be admissible in a court of
d

...

law.
And, flnnlly, In his Inst will and testament,
General Jackson declared that South Carolina was
has nutlve Stute. He suld :
"The large silver vase presented to me by the
ladles of Charleston, S. C, my native State, with
the large picture representing the unfurling of the
American banner presented to me by citizens of
South Curollna, when it was refused to be ac'
cepted by the United States Senate, I leave In trust
to'my son, A. Jackson, Jr., with directions that
should our happy country not be blessed with
peace, an event not always to be expected, he will
at the close of the war or end of the conflict present each of said articles of Inestimable value to
that patriot residing In the city or state from
which they were presented who shall be adjudged
by his countrymen, or the ladles, to have been the
most valiant In defense of his country and our

country's rights."
Here are seven direct statements from Jackson
that he was a native of Soutli Carolina. As to
the locution oi the spot In South Carolina whereon
stood the house In which he was born the following evidence Is offered:
In 1843 Amos Kendall, one of Jackson's closest
personal friends In fact, so close that during
Jackson's occupation of the office of president he
was credited by Jackson's political opponents with
being the "power behind the throne" and, as a
member of the little coterie of Juckson's personal
friends nnd advisers, was contemptuously referred
to ns of the "kitchen cublnet" published several
parts of a life of Jackson, which wns, unfortunately, never copplcted. That work was prepared so
much under Jackson's eye that It might almost
be called an autobiography. It contained a ruup
showing what Jackson regarded as the exact site
of his birth. The evidence given on that map Is
confirmed by four earlier maps. The first of these

land made to Itohert Craw
of that Province of South
plantation so granted conlay along Waxhaw Creek,
with the line between the Provinces of North
Carolina and South Carolina ns tho eastern
Is a plat to a grant of
ford by the governor
Carolina in 1775. The
tained 620 acres, and

boundary.
The certificate to the plat recites that the tract
had previously been granted to Andrew Pickens
by the governor of North Cnrolina under the misapprehension that It lay within the bounds of
North Carolina. At the time of Jackson's birth
the line between the two Provinces at this point
had not been agreed upon or blazed out. In 1764
Governor Bull had directed that a straight line connecting a gum tree on Twele Mile Creek with a
stone nbout a mile south of Waxhaw Creek should
be considered the line until an agreement should
be reached. In 1772 this line was officially agreed
to, and by that agreement the land whereon Crawford then lived was shown to be South Carolina
territory, and wns then formally granted to Crawford, who had doubtless been on It for some years.
In 1808 the States of North Carolina nnd South
Carolina entered into a conventional agreement
for definitely fixing the boundary line between
the two States at certain points. One of these
e
line referred to above.
points was the eight-milIn 1S13 the commissioners and surveyors appointed by the two States ran, blazed out, and made a
map of the line, This map shows the landmarks
to Robalong the line. On the plantation granted
ert Crawford in 1775 two houses were shown on
this map, those of J. Crawford and R. Crawford.
In 1820 the State of South Carolina began the
compilation of a series of maps of the districts
of the State under the supervision of Robert Mills,
the great American engineer. The contract for
surveying and making a map of Lancaster district
was given to J. Boykin, a native of that section
of the Stute and a surveyor of wide reputation.
His map fixes "Gen. A. Jackson's blrthpluce" on
the Crawford plantation exactly where the map
made under General Jackson's direction In 1843
Mills sent a proof
placed It. Before publishing Mr.
of the map to General Jackson, who wrote back
that the birthplace thereon given was correct ; that
he was born on the Crawford place. In the same
enyear (1820) Eugene Rellly, "surveyor and
of Lancaster district,
a
map
delineated
gineer,"
differing from Boykln's map as regards landmarks,
exbut placing "General Jackson's birthplace"
It.
placed
where
Boykin
actly
There Is no evidence within the reach of the
save
general Investigator to contradict Jackson
that of several witnesses who have given testimony
from hearsay and tradition that Jackson was
born at the house of one George McKemey, a relaThere Is not one single direct statement
tive.
from anyone that he or she knew of his or her
own knowledge of the place where Jackson was
offered
born, as all of this hearsay testimony was
conlong after Jackson and all of his elders and
dead.
were
temporaries
General Jackson had half a dozen or more biographers who wrote during his lifetime, at least
four of whom were his Intimate friends John
Reid, John H. Eaton, Gen. Jumes Gadsden, William' Cobbett, Goodwin and Amos Kendall and
every one of them credited him to South Carolina,
as did hundreds of newspaper and magazine writers of his day ; so did the official publications of
South Carolina and other States, such as legislative reports and resolutions and Journals; and
when he died very many editors and eulogists, Including the great historian Bancroft, spoke of
him as a native of South Carolina, yet fifteen
years later, after his contemporaries had passed
away and proofs had disappeared, new claimants
arrived on the field to claim him as a native of
North Carolina. But the evidence is against them,
and South Carolina should "acknowledge him as
our own" and place a lasting marker on the spot
where he first saw the light

A new contest is just being started
which will interest every woman and
girl who reads this paper. Any woman
or girl can enter this Contest anyone
can win All it Is necessary to do Is to
write a
rhyme on Dr. Price's
Phosphate Baking Powder, using only
the words which appear either on the
lnbel of the Dr. Price can (front and
back) or on the printed slip which Is
found In each Dr. Price can.
Isn't that easy! Everyone likes to
make rhymes and here Is a chance to
spend a fascinating hour or two writing rhymes on this popular Baking
Powder and perhaps winning a substantial prize for your efforts.
59 CASH PRIZES
For the rhyme selected as best a
prize of $100 will be given; for the
second, third and fourth best rhymes
prizes of $75, $50 and $25, respectively will be given. And besides these
prizes there will be 55 prizes of $5
each for the next 55 best rhymes. With
such a long list of prizes as these, it
would be a pity not to try your hand
at it I
Here Is a
rhyme as an example :
Two teaspoont of this powder make
Biscuits, muffins, pie or cake,
The Price's Co., guarantee
Xo alum in the cans to be.
As Dr. Price's Phosphate Baking
Powder sells for only 25 cents a 12
oz. can at grocery
stores, some
rhymes could play up the remarkable
economy of this pure and wholesome
baking powder which contains no alum.
All rhymes must be received by
May 1, 1922
Only words appearing
either on the label of the Dr. Price
can (front and back) or on the
printed slip contained Inside the can
may be used. These words may be
used as often as desired, but no other
wordu will be allowed. If you haven't
a can of Dr. Price's, a copy of the
lubel and the printed slip will be sent
to you free upon request.
Any woman or girl may enter the
Contest, but only one rhyme from each
person will be considered. In case of
ties, the full amount of the prize will
be given to each tying contestant.
Write plainly on only one side of a
sheet of paper and be sure to give
your name and address.
Send your rhyme before May 1st to
Price Baking Powder Factory, 1007
Independence Blvd., Chicago, 111.
'

Hcnesty the Best.
"I'm afraid dud will find out that
we disobeyed him Inst night."
"The best way to keep him from
finding out is to tell him. He never
remembers anything." Nashville

Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTOItIA, that famous old remedy
for Infants and children, and see that It

Mrs. Ruth Williamson
Birmingham, Ala. "After becoming
a mother my health gave way. I suffered severely with a pain low down
In my right side. My sister-in-lahaving been cured of a bad case of
feminine trouble by taking Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription, advised me to
take It, which I did. I am now starting on my third bottle and the pain
has all left me. My husband said to
me the other day, 'That Favorite Prescription must be a wonderful medicine, I don't hear you complaining any
more." Mrs. Ruth Williamson, 4016
First Avenue.
You should obtain this famous Prescription now at your nearest drug
store, in tablets or liquid, or write!);
Pierce, President Invalids' Hotel in
Buffalo, N. Y., for free medical advice.

MAN'S
BEST AGE
A man is as old as his organs; he
can be as vigorous and healthy at
70 as at 35 if he aids his organs in
performing their functions. Keep
your vital organs healthy with

GOLD MEDAL

The world's standard remedy for kidafiifo
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles since
1696; corrects disorders; stimulates vital
organs. All druggists, three sizes.
Look for the name Gold Medal on every box
and accept no imitation
SOUTHERN
FARM COONHOUND
Helmer Tenn. The Oldest and
of Its kind In the world,
Largest Institution
with thousands of pleased customers all over
America, are offering Coonhounds, Cathounda,
Combination Fur Hunters, squirrel and rabbit
dogs, also young hounds and pupplee, and
will gladly ship on free trial before you buy.
Large new catalogue, profusely illustrated,
all classes and ages, with full
describing
information, will be sent to any address on
was printed
receipt of 25c. This catalogue
at considerable expense, and we cannot send
any free copies.

TUB

KENNEI-H- ,

H OMENTA

instantly opens your head and
makes breathing- easy. Fine for
-

CATARRH COLDS COUGHS
751 at stores or 851 by mall. Address
New York Drug Concern. New York

f

-

and tRitgrensina

Bignatoe
In Use l'or Over 80 lears.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Keeping Him Satisfied.
"There's a man from the tailor's,

The Name

THE

signifies.

Serums, Vacdne$
jsn
Made by The Labora-

years of con
tory fiat Knows How." Twenty-fiv- e
cientious endeavor in one line count for something.

The Cutter Laboratory
California
(U.S. License)

Berkeley

E- Coleman
Watson
Patent Lawyer. Washington

PATENTS

Bates reasonable. Highsst references. Bestserrloat

sir."
"TeJl him I can't pay his bill, but
I'll be around tomorrow to order another suit." Life.
YOU CAN WALK IN COMFORT
If ybu Shake Into Tour Shoes some ALLEN S
FOOT E ASK, the Antiseptic. Healing powder for shoes that pinch or feet that ache.
It takes the friction from the shoe and
gives relief to corns and bunions, hot, tired,
wear
sweating, swollen feet. Ladles canAllen's
shoes one size smaller by shaking
KootEase In each shoe, Advertisement.
A

really dangerous
ever suspected.

man is hardly

little learning often snves a man
from jury duty.
A

KeepYourSkin-Pore- s

Active and Healthy
With Cuticura Soap
Sup 25c, Ointment 25 and 50c, Talcum 25c
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PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
Rntom Color and
Baaoly to Gray and Faded Hail
euo. andtl.Watllrairirists.
nifoi . Wm. ratchocue, N. T.

HINDERCORNS

Removes Coras, Callouses, etc., stops all pain, ensures comfort to tliS
feet, makes walking ranv. 15u. by mail or at Drug
fist BImox enemies! Works. Futctiygne. M. I., ..J

HOW TWO WOMEN

SCAPED OPERATIONS
Doctor Advised Use of LydiaE. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound
Happy Results in Both Cases
St. Joseph, Missouri. "Both of my
sides swelled and hurt me so that I
could not move or do any of my work.
There was heavy pressure and pains
through my lower organs ana the
doctor told me to try Lydia E.
Vegetablii Compound for these
troubles. He said I had this one
t;hance, and if the Vegetable Compound did not help me nothing but an
operation would. After taking several
bottles I felt it was helping me and
now I am able to do my own work. If
my testimonial will help others I shall
be glad for them to read it and hope
your Vegetable Compound will do
them as much good as it did me."
Mrs. Wm. Lockkan, 613 N. 4th St,
St Joseph, Mo.
White Plains, W. Y. "I had such a
pain that I could hardly walk and the
doctor said that I needed an operation. I was sick for a year before I
started taking your medicine and I
could not work. I saw your advertisement in a little book and that is how
I came to take Lydia E. Pinkham's
medicines. I have been taking the
Vegetable Compound and Lydia E.
Pink-ham- 's

Pinkham's Blood Medicine, also
Lydia E. Pinkham's Liver Pills and
used Lydia E. Pinkham's Sanative
Wash and the capsules andjjrescrip-tio- n
recommended.

I

am doingVU

my

work and have gained twenty pounds.
I am taking the medicines still, but I
feel fine. You have my permission to
use this letter for the good of others. "
Mrs.MARYMARK,37HamiltonAve.,

White Plains, N. Y.
Some female troubles may through
neglect reach a stage when an operation is necessary. But most of the
commoner ailments are not the surgical ones; they are not caused by
serious displacements, tumors, or
growths, although the symptoms
may appear the same.
When distorting ailments first appear, take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to relieve the present distress and prevent more serious troubles. Many letters have been
received from women who have been
restored to health by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound after, operations have been advised by attest

ing physicians.
Text-Boo- k
Private
Pinkham'8
K.
upon "Ailments
Lydia
Peculiar to Women" will be gent you free upon request. Write
to tbe Lydia L Pinkuam Medicine Co., Lynn, Massachusetts,
Ibis took contains valuable information.
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IVIDDIES SIX

Something to Think About

lfrsy

I L

By F. A. UMLKER

Taste is a matter of
tobacco quality
We itate it u our honest

Win M. Maupin

belief thst the tobaccoi used
in Chesterfield ire of finer
quality (and hence of better
taste) than in any other
cigarette at the price.
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THE FLAT OWNER'8. FATE

11

A RICH man built a row of flats,
may be Irksome at first, but If perAll modern and complete :
sisted In It becomes In a little while A velvet lawn stretched
out In front
exhilarating and carries us forward at
Along the noisy street
a wonderful pace without wearying in And then he tacked a
sign up high
the least
Above the passing crowd:
Ii you would test this to your own "These

EXERCISING THE WILL
"MOTHING Is more fatnl to growth
of will than that form of indo
lence which shrinks from trial and eX'
pertinent.
The person who Is confronted by a
new perplexity, loses his or her
and In despair cries, "what
shall I do," Is not destined to go very
far afield in the creation of song or
etory or in the crafts.
He must, like bonts, keep near the
shore and be ever ready to scud Into
the harbor.
All (he achievements In the arts and
sciences result from exercising an Individual will and strengthening it In
diflicult situations.

handsome, modern flats for
satisfaction and advantage, try it for
rent-- No
a month and note at the end of that
children are allowed."
time how you have Improved In menHe
and
tality
garnered rents In golden store
And riches high he piled,
(Copyright.)
0
The while the echoes never rang
With laughter of a child.
No childish feet went pitty-pa- t
Adown the marble halls;
The gloomy corridors ne'er rang
work
doesrvt do
With children's happy calls.

It

to

too Kcrd

Jo soon,

ve

Kcvr

Vken I corMier

The practice of doing things habitually, as a bookkeeper adds a column
of figures or a typist rattles off a
wwttne letter, Increases speed aud
contributes a certain quality f efficiency, but It does not by any manner
of means Improve the volitlonnl power.
No new or original force Is brought
N

Into

L:gtti V Mytri Tctaen C,

It

I tkirvk

doesrvt do

.i

The rich man died, as all men must,
And neared St. Peter's gate.
And o'er the golden arch he saw
The words that sealed his fate.
The words he saw were writ In flame.
And seared his hard huart well
'This place Is full of little ones
You'll have to go below."
(Copyright.)
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Stopping the Discussion,
Her Husband Roughly speaking,
you spend about
I
Mrs.
Junebrlde
don't want you to speak roughly to
me. I won't have It.

play.

The mind functions from nablt without any strain, unconscious of exertion. Mete habit Is the Impelling
power which if persisted in for a long
time weakens the will and eventually
retards progress and originality.

exercise
spheres.

who rise to
who every day
In new
occ-

Uncommon

their
In their
upations they call up their reserve
strength, whip their brains to a faster
gnit and discipline their resolution.
They think and act for themselves.
wgster their own problems by
and mount step by step to
places where towards nre largest and
honors are unblemished.
DON'T MEDDLE
They early learned how to depend
on themselves by reasoning and using
may be somewhere In the
their Judgment. They dug down to '"pHERE
world a man who can run his
hnslc principles and discovered the neighbor's business as well as his own,
"whys and wherefores."
but we doubt If you ever met him.
There may be a woman who can
Then followed a robustness and an successfully raise her own children
ability of mind which developed wil- and keep her own house, and at the
same time be profoundly Interested
lpower of the highest order.
r
And this
will is avail-- j In the way her
neighbor
to
nble
all who will drill themselves raises her children and keeps her
to hard work and avoid slothful house, but If there Is such a woman
habits.
she has managed to keep herself
This special exercise of the Intellect pretty well hidden.
Your neighbor's affulrs are interestwhich Is necessary to expand the will
will-pow-

of

Suitor

next-doo-

SCHOOL DA1JS

SO

.

45c

A Blowout.
What would you do If I

BLAKE

Electrician's Daughter I wuld use
one hand for insulation and with the
other I would create a short-circuby a quick connection against your
?heek. Science and Invention.
Cuticura Comforts Babv's Skin
When red, rough and itching, by hot
baths of Cuticura Sonp and touches of
Cuticura Ointment. Also mnim
now and then of that exquisitely scented
dustlnc nowder. CuHrnrn Tnlenm r.
of the indispensable Cuticura Toilet
j. no. Auvertisenient.

Ing, of course. Their mistakes, which
are very many, are deplorable. The
way they treat their children, the way
they let their dog bark all night, the
reckless manner in which they drive
their car are all things which ought
to be bettered.
You could better them, of course.
Very Cursory.
A huntsman called ut the farmstead
But the moment you begin to better
them, your affairs will be neglected. to settle for damages done by the
You will find, as you go through this hounds, and found only the farmer's
world, many men and many women wife at home.
Has your good man made an exam
and many methods that you do not ap
ination yet?" he asked.
prove of.
You probably won't like the girl
That he have, sir," replied Mrs.
your neighbor's son is going to marry Hodge."
"Rather a cursory examination, I
and will feel that you ought to talk to
lilnn about her.
suspect?"
Don't do It. He will misunderstand
"Oh, dreadful, sir? Such language
I never heard never!"
you, and may thrash you for It.
And the dame hold up her hands ut
You doubtless think your neighbor
is to blame because all the servants the bare recollection.
leave her as fast as they are hired.
Before or After?
Probably she Is to blame. But you
The nurses and students at a cer-aiwon't get any gratitude for showing
London hospital were rehearsing
her why she Is to blame. People nre
Greek play in English. They were
"unreasonable" about things like that.
Your neighbor may get down to to perform it at a concert in aid of
work too late In the morning and get their exchequer.
There was an elderly woman at the
home too early at night. You may feel
that he Is neglecting his work, and is rehearsal. She seemed a little mysti
In a fair way to get fired because of It fied.
But It would be a mistake to tell
Eventually she turned to the girl
him so. Perhaps he can afford to keep beside her and snld In a puzzled voice:
easy hours. Perhaps he makes them "Let me see, dear Euripides wns he
up by working at night. You don't before Venlzelos?"
always have all the farts on which to
base your opinion of him.
Cat and Kitten.
Your neighbors, you will find, will
Kitty That man over there is star
get along about as they have been do- ing right at my nose.
Knt Maybe he's a reporter.
ing whether you help them or not. And
Kitty But why should a reporter
they won't be at all pleased at your
stare. at my nose?
assistance.
Knt Well, they're supposed to keep
Furthermore, rou will be so busy
giving this assistance that your own their eyes on everything that turns up,
nffalrs will get in a mess. And when aren't they?
they do, you will be Insulted If your
Laziness Is often ot the liver, and
neighbors tell you you ought to have
not of the spirit.
spent more time attending to them.
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Mother's
Cook
Book
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Walter I. Robfauon

THE WILD FLOWERS
OA Via

ertlons designed to prevent the flowers
from being wiped out. They nre wrong.
Aside from the purely esthetic side
of such work, It Is of great Importance
to the education of the children who
come after us. But of still greater Importance is the Influence the flowers
will have on the lives of the people.
No one can look upon things which
are beautiful without feeling more
happy, or without a higher appreciation of God's, greatness and recognizing that man is small. No one can
spend purt of his time admiring the
flowers and breathing their fragrance
without experiencing a thrill of enjoyment or without thinking better
thoughts and feeling a desire to make
his own work more nearly perfect.
We, therefore, should be more thankful for the millions of blossoms so
frequently trampled underfoot, aud
there should be greater effort to keep
them blooming along all pathways.
A movement to preserve the species
of wlldflowers Is taking practical form
In one of the big cities of the United
States. Through the Influence of nature lovers, park officials have set
aside a purt of one of the public parks
for a wlldflower preserve.
Every community would assure
greater happiness for Its people by
protecting these beautiful works of

the wild flowers.
Slowly, but surely, many of the
most beautiful species of blooms are
disappearing. Constantly those who
love them carelessly pull them up by
the roots, or the uncaring destroy them
with little less than crlmtnul Intent.
Virtually nothing Is being done to give
them lengthened lives.
Yet there are thousands who find
some
of the grentest pleasure In
tramping through the woods and fields
and viewing the fragrant beauties In
their native haunts. God was kind In
giving us so many varieties to enhance the landscape and make the
world more beautiful. And those who
love the wlldflowers would be remiss
In their duty to themselves and their
fellows If they did not use every
to have the floral species preserved.
Some may contend that nothing of God.
material value is to be gained by ex- -

(Copyright)

With our sharp weapons we shall the fray,
And lake the castlll that thou lyest In;
We shall thee (lay out of thy foule skin.
And a dish, with onyona and pepper,
We shall thee dress with strong vynegare.
Spenser.
WHAT TO EAT
VERY nourishing dish Is onion
chowder. Cook two cupfuls of
s
minced onion In
of a
cup of butter for thirty minutes or un
til the onion is soft. Add eight potatoes, pared and sliced, one teaspoon-fu- l
of pepper, one tablespoonful of
mixed herbs (such as snge, marjoram,
sweet basil, and one quart of wnter.
Cook until the potatoes are tender,
then add three cupfuls of milk and
one cupful of crenin. Let come to the
boiling point and serve with pilot
crackers.
A

three-eighth-

Corn Flake Macaroons.
Take the whites of two eggs, teat
until stiff, adding a pinch of salt and
one cupful of sugar very gradually,
then fold In one cupful of corn flakes
and one cupful of ground nutmeats, or
a mixture of coconut and ground nut- meats, two tablespoonfuls of flour and
a teaspoonful of vanilla.

Dum Cold.
Up on Arithmetic.
She Isn't of school nge yet not by
ISert Acosta, the air champion, said
at
knows
a banquet In Omaha :
her arithmeyear. But she
"It Is so cold In an airplane when
tic
The other evening a neighbor usUed you reach great altitudes that If yon
whether little Miss Wisdom knew hel try to describe the weather up there
A, B. C s.
you feel like a liar.
"I know only a few of them," was
"Yes, you feel like the farm hand
tlie reply. "I can count good, though." who said
"
'Y'ep, mighty cold day, but 'taln't
"Oh, Is that so? You can count
nnthtn' tu what I seen to hum wonst
let's hear you."
There was n brief pause and then In the Vermont mountings. Why, one
time it was so dmii
she began:
day In
"One, two, throe, four, five, six, cold that we had a kittle of h'llin' waseven, eight, nine, ten, jack, queen, ter settln' on the stove, and when we
took it out in the yard It friz so dum
king."
quick the ice was hot.' "
a

:

One

cf the

She Read the Advertisements.
My brother, who was popular with
Upon the dressing table in the
the fair sex, had quite a collection of
bride's boudoir stood A small shallow
photographs.
s
vial. In the bottom of the
"Oil," I said to a girl I was showvial could be seen some plnklsh-look-ln- g
ing them to, "you would not he intersubstance resembling Mastering
ested in those. They are only some
that had been dried and pulverized.
"And what Is that?" naked the curiI was speechless when the second
ous friend.
one I turned up was her own.
"I rend," said the bride simply,
"that one should keep one's wedding
That Is mine."
day complex'"!).
Sensible Question.
Strickland (illlilnn In Wiiyside Tales.
She had the money and he a siiihII
Job. He wished to get married very
Folks and Flowers.
Mrs. Kawler Those new neighbors
badly, but she was rather undecided.
One night as they sat talking about of ours must be rich, judging from
the future, he having coaxed her into the clothes they wear.
a half-wa- y
Mrs. Wyse That's n poor wny to
engagement, lie snld:
"And we'll be very careful and not judge, my dear. Some of the most
run into debt mid have trouble as the gorgeous flowers haven't a scent.
Slssons did. We'll always pay cush, Boston Transcript.
won't we, dear?"
A suspicious look came into her fnce.
Tlie things that come to the man
Quickly she put forth tlie question: who wnlls are seldom the things that
"Whose cash?"
ho has been waiting for.

When Will There Be A
Disarmament of Dining Tables?
Suppose everybody would
recognize the fact that there's no
gain but much loss in keeping
up hostilities with the stomach

I

Suppose the ancient aggravation of improper food on indignant digestive organs should be
settled with guarantees of sensible diet and tranquil digestion!
The saving would be beyond
all possibility of counting.
Yet millions go on declaring

war on the stomach

and accepting war in return loading up
on starchy, heavy, unbalanced

and

??

highly-season-

ed

food at breakfast or
lunch and wonder
ing why comfort, happiness and efficiency
are out of reach.

makes a friend
taste and an ally of the

Grape-Nu- ts

of

the

stomach.

There's a charm and satisfaction to this delicious food
which prompts appetite to say,
"There's a meal!" and digestion
to answer, "Thank goodness,
here's peace at last!"
Grape-Nu- ts
is the perfected

nutriment of wheat and malted
barley sweet, crisp, and won-

derfully nourishing. It digests
quickly, and provides the necessary elements, including the
vital mineral salts, for body,
nerve and brain.
Order Grape-Nut- s
from your
grocer today, and let a delighted
taste pass a treaty of peace along
to an enthusiastic digestion and
assimilation.

H.,k

Grape-Nut- s

the Body Builder
"There's a Reason"

Mad by Postum Cereal Co., Inc., Battle Creek, Mich.
CooyrUht.

blended

lssed you?
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Of Turkish and Domestic tobaccos

20 for 18c
10 for 9c
Vacuum tint

The men and women

the heights are those

A

192J. Western
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT, CATRON
SEVENTH JUDICIAL
COUNTY,
DISTRICT, STATE OF NEW
MEXICO.
Mrs. Effiie M. Cooper, Assignee,)
of Joe Melugin, agent,
)
Plaintiff, )
vs.
) No. 2
Owen R. Wulters. Clyde E. )
Walters, Leon R. Walters,
)

Laura Walters and the First
National Bank of Magdalena,
New Mexico.
HA

lients ot this institution
are always welcome to the

i
tect your ludgment as well as
your money. Even a small
savings account depos
ited with this bank
is quite sufficient to

a

Service

The Reserve Garage

Phone No 3

MODERN,
HOT and COLD RUNNING WATER

Hotel Aragon

'J
HERMAN A. FUNKE, Proprietor

Every Effort to Please Our Patrons

The Best Meals and Dining Room Service

MAKE IT YOUR HOME WHILE IN MAGDALENA

EAT AT THE

"asdalena Cafe
Servire

Courteous Treatment

ihi Delicaces that the Market Affords

WE APPRECIATE AND WANT YOUR PATRONAGE

Reserve Pool Hall
HiKKins & McAfee,

o
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at
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o
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o
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and $40 a suit

D

T. C. Turk, Reserve,

ao

Ladies' Spring Dresses
Ladies' Spring Suits

EVERY JOB GUARANTEED

Good
All

A suit "Tailored to Measure y Born"
offers all any man asks in good style,
fit, rich appearance and long wear, at

Ladies' Spring Hats

Compare cur prices with others.

VISIT MAGDALENA

ao

We have the latest styles in

Lathe Work
General Repairing,
Oxy Acetylene Welding
Gas, Oils, Accessories and Supplies

YOU

means much to the young man whose
clothing buget permits no extravagance

New Spring Goods

The RESERVE STATE BANK

WHEN
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establish proper

banking connections.
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Defendants. )
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE SALE.
I
Under and by virtue of an order of
E3
sale and decree of foreclosure of certain chattel and real estate mortgages,
hereinafter mentioned, issued out of
the District Court of the Seventh Judicial Distiict, in and for the County of
Catron, State of New Mexico, on the
28th day of December, 1921, in the
13
17
above entitled action, wherein Eflie M.
We are now Showing some particularly handsome
Cooper, Assignee of Joe Melugin, is
Woolens
plaintiff, and Owen R. Walters, Clyde
E. Walters, Le;n R. Walters, Lauia
Walters and The First National Bank
of Magdalena, New Mexico, a corpora-tion- ,
are defendants, being cause num
Men who think good clothes are still high will be
13
ber two (2) on the docket of said court,
pleased to see these values
wherein The First Natiunal Bank of
m
a
ET
banking
Magdalena, New Mexico,
corporation, obtained judgment for
$li574.94, with interest thereon at the S3
rate of ten per cent, from August
31, 1921, until puid, against Mrs. Effie
Resident Born Dealer
M. Cooper, plaintiff, and Owen R. Wal
ters, Clyde E. Walters, Leon R. Walters, and Laura Walters, defendants,
and decree of foreclosure of a certain
chattel mortgage, made and executed
December 4th, 1919, by Mrs. Eflie M.
Cooper and Claude E. Humphrey, as
and conmortgagors, to said bank as mortgagee the first above description
and which said mortgage was filed for sisting of 460 head and more with
also 25 head
record in the office of the county clerk the brands thereof;
and Recorder of Socorro county, New more or less of horses and mares in
Mexico, on January 26, 1920, and num- the folluwing brands: "Cross H," "A,"
"
and
bered 6161, securing a promissory note "Cross I Lazy Seven,"
for $5000.00, with interest, and any "Cross V" together with increase. It
renewals or extensions thereof, and being the intention of the description
which indebtedness Owen R. Walters, in this paragraph to cover such cattle
second mortgage of the WalClyde E. Walters, Leon R. Walters under the
and Laura Walters assumed and agreed ters to Melugin, assigned to plaii ti.T,
to pay, the property securing said in- that are not covered by the first chattle
debtedness being certain cattle and mortgage to The First National Bank
brands hereinafter
described, and of Magdalena, and in addition the
which mortgage was a first and prior horses and mares, all of which cattle,
lien thereon, and also, a judgment and horses and mares are now ranging at
decree of foreclosure of a certain real or near what is known as the Cooper
estate mortgage made and executed or N H Ranch, located about ten
December 4, 1919, by Mrs. Erne M. miles northwest of the town of Aragon
Cooper, plaintiff, as mortgagor, to Socorro (now Catron county), New
Allen Falconer, trustee, as mortgagee, Mexico, together with all the increase
It being
for and on behalf of said bank, which and offspring of said cattle.
mortgage was duly recorded in the the tiue intent of this description to
office of the county clerk and recorder cover all cattle in the above brands be
of Socorro county, New Mexico, on the same more or less wheresoever the
said brands and
January 26, 1920, in Book of Mort- same may be found, also
Inspection Solicited
gages, No. 87, at page 413, and further the right to use the same marks and
Mail orders given our careful attention
securing said note for $5000.00 and in- brands, and carrying title, although
terest, and the renewals and exten- said property may have other marks
sion thereof, the real estate mentioned and brands.
in said mortgage being hereinafter deAND FURTHER, I, the undersigned
AND special master and receiver, will, on
scribed and set forth.
WHEREIN UND.ER SAID DECREE, TUESDAY, the 9th day of May, 1122,
the plaintiff, Mrs. Effie M. Cooper, at 10 o'clock A. M. of said day, at the
obtained a judgment against Owen R. frontdoor of the court house, Reserve,
MAGDALENA MERCANTILE COMPANY
Walters. Clyde E. Walters, Leon R. Catron County, New Mexico, sell at
Walters and Laura Walters,, and public auction to the highest and best
NEW MEXICO
MAGDALENA,
decree of foreclosure of a certain chat- bidder for cash, the following describ
tel mortgage, made and executed July ed real estate, mentioned in said real
29th, 1920, by Owen R. Walters, Clyde estate mortgage above described, as
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
E. Walters, Leon R. Walters and tollows:
of the Interior, U. S. Land
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Laura Walters, defendants in said
All the South half (Si) of the South. Dapartment
of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office, Las Cruces, New Mexico
Department
above entitled cause, as mortgagors, to east
quarter (SEi) and the South half
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
March 27, 1922.
Joe Melugin, mortgagee, which mort(SJ) of the Southwest quarter (SW1)
March 27, 1922.
Notice is hereby given that Edward
gage was duly recorded in the office of of Section four (4) and South half (SJ)
Notice is hereby give that Andrew
A. Collins, of Spur Lake, New MexC),
the county clerk and recorder of So of the Southwest
quarter (SWJ) and who, on October 29, 1917, made Homo-stea- d W. Wilbanks, of Spur Lake, New
corro county, New Mexico, on Angust South half
(SJ) Southeast
quarter
Mexico, who, on April 18, 1917, made
Book
securin
Entry, No. 017277 for
at
549,
9, 1920,
87,
page
(SEJ) f section five (5) and Southwest
No. 016417, for
ing three certain promissory notes, quarter (SWJ) of section eight (8) and Ni SEJ; SEi SEi Sec. 1, NEJ NEI Homestead Entry,
Lots 2 and 3; SWi NEi; SEi NWJ
Section 12, Township 4 S., Range 20
each for the sum of $3529.11, with Northwest
quarter (NWi) of Section W., N. M. P. MerHian,
Section 1, Township 4 S., Range 20 W,
interest at the rate of six per cent per Nine
Four
(9),
(4) Has filed notice of intention to make N M. P.
Township
Meridian,
from date until paid and
annum
N.
Seventeen
(17) West,
South, Range
fees, the property se- M. M. P. M. containing six hundred final three year proof, to establish Has filed notice of intention to make
attorney's
claim to the land above described, fina
three vear Droof. to establish
said
indebtness
curing
being and forty (640) acres and referred to
before Nazario Baca, U. S. Commis-- 1 claim to the above described landT te- certain cattle, the increase there- as what is known as the
Home
Cooper
sioner, at Quemado, New Mexico, on fore Nazario Baca, United States
of, biands, and certain horses and Ranch in the
county of Socoio (now the loth day of May, 1922.
Commissioner, at Quemado, New Mexmares, all being hereinafter more
Catron county), New Mexico
Claimant names as witnesses:
ico, on the 15th day of May, 1922.
described, which chattel mortThat the amount of Said judgments
Claude R. Cavin, Spur Lake, New Claimant names as witnesses:
second
suba
and
was
mortgage
gage
with interest to the date of sale are as Mexico.
Claude R. Cavin, of Spur Lake New
ject to said prior mortgage in favor of fol'ows: The First National Bank of
A. W. Wilbanks, Spur Lake, New Mexico.
The First National Bank of Magdale- Magdalena, New Mexico, $7031.55, and
Mexico.
E. A. Collins, of Spur Lake, New
na, New Mexico, above mentioned, and Mrs. Effie M. Cooper $13,325.94, total
Charles Hedrick, Spur Lake, New Mexico.
the
indebtedness amount of judgments 20,357.49.
which mortgage and
Chas. Hedrick, of Spur Lake, New
Mexico.
secured thereby was legally assigned in
Wm. R. MORLEY,
S. G. Beard, Spur Lake, New Mexico Mexico.
M.
Mrs.
Effie
to
8
Geo. W. Hooser, of Spur Lake, New
Cooper,
writing
Special Master and Receiver.
Nemecia Ascarate,
Mexico.
plaintiff, by Joe Melugin and Elva K.
Register.
Nemecia Ascarate,
Melugin, his wife, on July 29, 1920, and
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
which assignment was duly recoided
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
in the office of the county clerk and
BUNTON & MADDEN
the Interior, U. S. Land Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
of
Department
recorder of Socorro county New Mexico
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
Lawyers
Office, at Las Cruces, New Mexico,
NOW THEREFORE, I, the underMarch 27, 1922.
OFFICES
March
27, 1922
and
Master
signed Special
Receiver,
MAGDALENA
Notice is hereby given that Claude SOCORRO
duly appointed as such under said judg- - Notice is hereby given that Joe N.
WUson Bldg.
of Aragon, New Mexico, R. Cavin, of Spur Lake, New Mexico, Fitch Bldg.
ment and decree, wi'l on
Romero,
Practice in all the CrCW
made who, on December 15, 1917, made
MONDAY, the 8th day of May, 1922, who, on November 29, 1916,
at ten o'clock A. M. of said day, at Homestead Entry, as amended, No. Homestead Entry, No. 017337, for
IN THE PROBATE COURT OF THE
he front door of the post office, Ara- 014099 for
Si SWi Section 23; Ni NWi Section
COUNTY OF CATRON, STATE OF
4
20
N.
W.f
26,
at
sell
Township
S.,
New
NEJ
Ni
Range
SEJ
NEJ
SJ
Si
Mexico,
NEJ,
SEi,
public auction,
gon,
NEW MEXICO.
M.
P.
Meridian,
to the highest and best bidder, for SEJ, El SEi PE1, SWi SEi SEJ, Si
In the Matter of the Estate of William
cash, the following described personal SWi SEi, Si NWi SWi SEi, SWi Has filed notice of intention ,to make
J. Andrus, deceased.
SEi, NEi NEi, SEi SWi NEi NE1, final three year proof, to establish
property and chattels,
Notice.
All that certain herd of range cattle Wi NEi SEi NEi, Ei NWi SEJ NEi, claim to the land above described, beNotice is hereby given that the unU.
S. Commisconsisting of 400 head or more of cows Ei SEi SEi NWi, Ni Ni NWi SEi, fore Nazario Baca,
dersigned, vas on the 27th day of
calves, bulls,steers and heifers branded Sec. 83, Township 3 S., Range 18 W., sioner, at Quemado, New Mexico, on March, A. D. 1922,
appointed executor
the 15th day of May, 1922.
V on jaw and Cross L on left hip and N. M. P. Meridian,
of the estate of William J. Andrus,
names
as
witnesses:
"Diamond Tail" on left side and Has filed notice of intention to make Claimant
deceased, by Hon. Florencio Jiron,
E. A. Collins,
"Diamond Tail" on left hip as describ- final three year proof, to establish claim
Spur Lake, New Probate
Judge of Catron County, New
ed in the said chattel mortgage to The to theiand above described, before T. Mexico.
Mexico.
W.
A.
U.
S.
C. Tuik,
Wilbanks, Spur Lake, New
First National Bank of Magdalena,
Commissioner, at
Therefore all persone having claims
And all cattle in the following brands Reserve, New Mexico, on the 15th day Mexico.
said estate are hereby notified
against
W. H. Eanes, Spur Lake, New Mex- to
"Cross Z F" on left side; "Cross I L May, 1922.
present the same in the manner proas
ico.
names
witnesses:
A;" on left side, X on left side, CrossL Claimant
vided by law, within one year from the
Ambrosio Carrejo, David Archuleta,
Charles Hedrick, Spur Lake, New date of said
on left thigh and V on jaw: MI on left
appointment or
side and double "Diamond Tail" on Juan Foulenfout and Henry Carrejo of Mexico.
will be barred.
'
B
New
and
and
Nemecio
"A
left side
Mexico,
bar Aragon,
Ascarate,
jaw,
William R. Morley,
Nemecia Ascarate, Register.
reverse J Biasn" not covered by
8
Register,
Executor,

o

connection can be used to pro
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BORN TAILORING

$30, $35

The proper kind of a banking

STEAM HEATED

o

u

ad-

vice and judgment of our experienced
officers regarding any personal business matters.

A. G. HILL, Manager.

o

D

a price easily paid

Business Counsel

Honesty-Courte-

13
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Bound

Safety
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Proprietors

Cigars, Tobaccos, Cold Drinks
Lunch Goods
A pleasant place to spend a leisure hour or two
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